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A Not-So-Final Note from the Editor
By HWAWeb | September 2019

Kathryn Ptacek
Bats! Love ’em or leave ’em? And I don’t mean baseball bats or cricket bats (for the international crowd).
You know, if you’re in horror, you gotta be heavily invested in bats. It goes with the territory. I mean,
Dracula turning into a bat, right? And BATS the movie—so terrible, and yet so fun! And bats are great
pollinators, too! Like bees! Only really furry. And with leathery wings. I’d toss out a few more bat examples,
but I can’t seem to think of any. Of course, it’s late at night and I’m tired, and this is the last part of the
newsletter that I’ll be sending to the proofers, but first I gotta finish it, and oh, what a journey that is. After
all, a journey of a thousand miles begins with a single bat! Walk a mile in my shoes, but watch out for the bat
guano!
I know … just where is this editorial going? I have no clue. It’s bat-infused, and the bat has taken the bit
between its teeth. Oh, wait … do bats have teeth?
(I have to write about something in the editorial, correct? Might as well be about bats. And just why are
there no sports teams with a bat as mascot? Go, mighty bats! I’d root for them, no matter the sport.
Suddenly, I want that tee-shirt and baseball cap. If there were such merchandise items, that is.)
[And speaking of sports teams and all that, my high school–Sandia High School in Albuquerque-had the
Matadors. Ho hum. When the school was built in the ’50s, though, someone suggested a different name for
the sports teams, but apparently there were a number of folks who objected to the name. Which was: The
Satans. Yup. Go, Sandia Satans! Alas, I did not know about this until I was long out of high school. But can
you imagine? I might even have gone to some of the games, had we been the Satans. Oh, wait, I did go to
some football games because I was dating the French horn player in the marching band. I knew nothing
about football in those days. I did not take a book to read during the interludes when things happened that I
didn’t understand. So I guess maybe I just spaced out a bit. Or not. It’s hard to remember how things were a
century or so ago. But I probably wasn’t thinking about writing a future editorial, although I was on the high
school newspaper, of course. I certainly would have paid attention if the Satans had played against the Bats.
Epic!]
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{Okay, so I just looked it up, and there’s a minor-league baseball team in Louisville, KY, that has the bat
moniker. And their logo shows a bat bat and a wooden bat. I’m very disappointed.}
<I’m kind of lost now in this editorial. Gotta find my way back.>
So, we all voted, and bats are good! Good to know that they’re good! Yes, I deliberately repeated the word.
I’m not THAT tired.
Moving right along to the following item on the batty agenda: Next month’s issue is the huge chock-a-block
full of bats and demons and ghosts and mummies and vampires and vampire hunters and creepy critters and
things that go bump in the basement and ogres and zombies and goblins and gremlins and gargoyles and
ghouls and ghostriders in the sky and werewolves and werefoxes and werehyenas and sinister spiders and
sufferin’ sea serpents and succubi and incubi and parasites and mewlips and mogwai and animated skeletons
and aliens and Brundleflies and bakus and boogiemen and blood-sucking freaks and gorgons and slithery
slippery stuff (THE STUFF!) and shadmocks and ax-wielding anyones and slayers and angels and archangels
and all the company of heaven and kracklin’ krakens and kongamatos and wendigos and witches and
warlocks and giant Gila monsters and chupacabras and golems and possessed dolls and creepy puppets and
re-animated corpses and banshees and centaurs and censors and harpies and huge crabs that go click-clickclickety-click and babadooks and babaloos and morgens and minotaurs and poltergeists and trolls and lamia
and yetis and swamp things and tiktiks and ticked-off insects and wraiths and divers creatures October issue.
(Did I leave anyone out? Whew.) Even now, before I’ve finished this issue, I’ve started gleaning and
gathering cool stuff for next month. And you can help! Yes, indeed, you can! Send me some suggestions or
ideas! Right now! Don’t delay! Operators are standing by!
While you’re trying to figure out what I’ve been saying in the editorial, think about sending me some art and
photos for the “Sinister Slideshow” residing just above the editorial in each and every fresh-as-a-daisy issue.
However, I’ve decided I want these to be connected to a theme each month. Well, mostly. I guess I will
probably put out a call on the HWA Facebook page when I think of a theme or two or three. Got some great
ideas to toss my way? I love nature photos—especially when they are highly atmospheric.
Also, I’d LOVE (really!) to see what you as a writer (or artist or editor or whatever) do for marketing and
promotion of your work. I want to run these useful bits in upcoming issues; if I get enough, I could have
something in every issue. Now, wouldn’t that be swell? The marketing tips and techniques (Blog crawls?
Thrilling tweets? Press releases? Radio interviews? Chile cook-offs? Helpful podcasts? Slideshow
presentations? Book signings? Spooky séances?) should be no longer than a page or two. Thanks.
And don’t forget: I am still interested in knowing where you work; it’s something that fascinates me: where
does a creative person create? Do you have a cozy shed out in the backyard where you can get away from it
all? Do you spread out all your notebooks and pens across a wide-planked verandah as you lean back in your
wicker chair? Have you snagged a spot in the quiet living room, the noisy laundry room, the musty
basement? Are you camping out in a garret? Do you have an actual office set aside, filled with all the
incredibly neat stuff that serious writers and artists need and seem to accumulate? Let me know where you
work and include a photo or two and a line or two or three about the space. I’ll be running these in a few
months. I might have lost some in the Great E-mail Program Implosion a few months back, so let me know if
you don’t see your workspace.
But stop! Before you do anything, query me at gilaqueen@att.net, or you can send me a private message on
Facebook. Do NOT query me in a post on my Facebook page or HWA’s page; I will delete it after getting
excessively grumpy and grousy and grrrrr-y about the whole thing.
And don’t forget to send photos of your book signings and readings and seminars and dictionary-tossing
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contests and other writerly events.
The deadline for each issue is ALWAYS the 15th of each month, so send your news/photos/whatever early to
the proper person (Your local chapter! The calendar! Your fiendish item! Recent novel and anthology
releases! There are so many options!)—that is, BEFORE the 15th and not on that date or shortly after
because that’s when the columnists send me their stuff; they need YOUR stuff before the deadline!
REMEMBER: This is all FREE promotion for you and your work! Month after month of free promotion with
no strings attached! FREE! FREE! FREE! Take advantage of that!
Don’t forget that you can purchase a display ad or two or three … The prices are very reasonable. Ad sizes
are listed in the advertising link on the front page of the newsletter. Let other HWA members see what
you’re doing! There might be a specially-priced ad for the October issue, but I’m not sure yet. If there is, I’ll
let you know.
As always, I would like to thank my intrepid proofreaders (they put up with so much! Tight deadlines! A
meandering editor!): Morven Westfield, Lori Gaudet, Sheri White, Brick Marlin, Joel Jacobs, Naching Kassa,
Amanda Niehaus-Hard, Anthony Ambrogio, Greg Faherty, Marty Young, Joseph VanBuren, and Marge Simon.
And many, many thankful thanks to the HWA Newsletter Web editor and designer (and columnist!) Donna K.
Fitch for all her extremely hard work getting the newsletter put up at the site!
The deadline for the bigger-than-big and everlasting pumpkin-spice flavored (hold the whipped cream, ma!)
OCTOBER issue is Sunday, September 15. But feel free to send stuff ahead of time!
Are we there yet? Did my bat slippers just fly away? Rats. No, bats. Hahahahaha. Good night, Gracie.
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From the Trenches
By HWAWeb | September 2019

Summer
Scares, Libraries, and YOU!
Becky Spratford, HWA Secretary
This past year, the HWA launched Summer Scares in
partnership with United for Libraries (a division of the
American Library Assn.), Book Riot, and Library
Journal/School Library Journal. At its heart, Summer
Scares is a reading program that provides libraries and
schools with a list of recommended horror titles all year
long. The “Summer” part of the Summer Scares program
was added intentionally to latch on to the increase in
leisure-reading patrons during the summer months and to
tie our program to the existing infrastructure around
“Summer Reading” programs at public libraries all over
the country.
The idea for Summer Scares came about from a casual conversation between HWA Trustee and Library
Program Director J.G. Faherty, author Grady Hendrix, and me after a panel we did at StokerCon™ 2018 in
Providence about how authors can work with libraries. After the panel, the three of us were discussing how
we really needed to get more libraries on board to suggest horror all year long, and not just in the Fall. As
the librarian in the group, I mentioned that there are a lot of people interested in reading horror, but library
workers and patrons have trouble finding titles on their own as library workers, as a group, are not huge
horror readers and do not always suggest it. There is also the problem that library workers who help
children and teens are always worried about parents questioning horror as a “safe” option. We came up with
the loose idea of creating a list of vetted titles. We wanted the list to say, “Hey, we are horror experts and
library professionals, and these are good books. Here’s a ‘safe’ place to start.”
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And so, from a conversation after a StokerCon panel, the entire program was born. We created a team of
experts, including the three of us and three respected library professionals, set up marketing partnerships
with major library publications, and picked three titles for each age level—middle grade, YA, and adult. You
can go to the Summer Scares Resource and FAQ page for a much more detailed explanation of the program,
the process, the committee members, and more: https://raforallhorror.blogspot.com/p/summer-scares.html
However, we did not only present a list of titles; we also created a Web site for library workers to use, filled
with readalikes, author interviews, podcasts about the program, and, most important to you, the HWA
member, a way for libraries to connect with all of our authors because the goal of this program goes beyond
getting the nine vetted titles into libraries, it is about promoting the genre and all of its authors in general.
Buy in from libraries all over the country has exceeded our expectations. We have had libraries contact us to
get in touch with the horror authors in their area who are willing to come in and provide programming for
their patrons, and we have had authors go into their local libraries on their own, info about Summer Scares
in hand, and offer their services. We are currently collecting stories from libraries that hosted author events,
put out displays, and used the reading lists to host book discussions at all age levels. We even had a library
worker in Missouri appear on local TV to discuss Summer Scares. The common thread we are hearing from
both authors and libraries is that these horror-themed events have been more popular than either side
imagined, drawing patrons of all ages.
With our first year winding down, we are excited to parlay our momentum into an even more successful year
two. Again we will launch on Halloween with a press release announcing our committee and timetable for
2020. Since StokerCon will be held in the UK this year, we are also looking into having a stateside HWA
Librarians’ Day in the Chicago area in May in order to keep pushing for horror to be included in every
library’s summer reading plans. All HWA members will be notified about the details of this one-day gathering
of library workers, authors, and publishers very soon. We’d love to see as many of you there as possible.
We are also encouraging you, as an HWA member at any level, to get in on the Summer Scares excitement.
When libraries contact us, we need to know who is in to join us. So here is your homework to help us
promote horror and you!
1. Make sure your information in the HWA’s contact list is up-to-date. Many of our members only
have their names listed. When libraries contact us to see what authors live in their area, we use
that list. Don’t be left out!
2. Let J.G. Faherty and me know that you are ready and willing to work with libraries on
presentations, events, classes, guest appearances, etc. Not to shill books, but to help the library
spread the word that horror is a good tool for building literacy and attracting readers. (Of
course, if you are there, you can also mention your books.)
3. Do the opposite of waiting—take initiative. Ask us for a list of libraries in your area and then
contact them about promoting the HWA, Summer Scares, and various reading/writing/themed
programming.
4. Get information on our programs—Summer Scares, Teen Writing, etc.—and use it to open the
door to a library. Start at the HWA Librarians Page: http://horror.org/libraries/.
5. Get involved with local library conferences. Every state has a library association that is under
the American Library Assn.’s umbrella and they all host annual conferences. They are always
looking for local authors and publishers to be a part of their events. Google your state name and
“library association” to get started.

We cannot promise that every library will work with you, but the authors we have helped to pair with
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interested libraries in their area have had great results. And the more horror authors we get into more
public libraries, the more readers we can lure over to the dark side.
Reach out to J.G. Faherty or me anytime by E-mailing libraries@horror.org. And look for Summer Scares
2020’s timeline to be announced on October 31, 2019 and the second year of vetted titles to go live in
February.
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Election Results
By HWAWeb | September 2019
The HWA is happy to reveal the results of our latest election for our Trustee Board.
Elected are Jonathan Maberry, JG Faherty, Marge Simon, and Jess Landry.
Congratulations to all, and thank you to everyone who ran during this election.
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On Pirate Web Sites
By HWAWeb | September 2019
John Palisano, HWA President
It has come to the attention of the Board and Officers of the HWA that yet another Web site has popped up
and gained traction in selling pirated e-books. The HWA is strongly against such practices. But these sites
have proliferated over the past several years. As soon as one gets taken down, others appear in their place.
These are hard to trace, with their roots and IP addresses often disguised.
In the past, we have sent takedown notices and letters to these entities, demanding they remove our
members’ titles. This is something the HWA and our sister organizations do regularly, and we will continue
to do so.
Our best advice, should you become aware of any site pirating your work, is that you (or your agent or other
legal representative) should immediately send a takedown notice to the offending site.
Posting on the HWA’s Facebook and other social-media pages does not necessarily mean our officers or
board members will see and be able to investigate and act. Please report issues to us directly.
Note: Services exist that claim to fight these infringements on the author’s behalf. However, the members of
these services are not necessarily agents or lawyers. The HWA cannot vouch for any of these services and
recommends you be diligent in researching them.
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HWA Cookbook Opens!
By HWAWeb | September 2019
Annually, our editor, Miz Ptacek, provides us with a Halloween Themed Issue—the most fun our staff has
during the year! This time, we’re again ready to give our members a chance to contribute their favorite
recipes. With Kathy’s blessing, we spice it up as a contest and are giving contestants consideration for
inclusion in the final work as well.
We hope to collect a wide variety of culinary delights and devilish drinks as well as some very clever and/or
hilarious photographs. Add to this, as our members are all about reading and writing horror, a number of the
submissions can be cleverly contrived. Two years ago, Eric Guignard took the honors with a story to
introduce his choice. Stories or poems to accompany a dish are encouraged and, if selected, your photos will
be included in the cookbook.
Winners will get token prizes provided by Kathy Ptacek and a gorgeous certificate designed by Bob. Please
submit to both of us: MSimon6206@aol.com AND rpcabeen@earthlink.net.
Beastly Witches,
Bob Cabeen and Marge Simon

THEME: Potpourri – special recipes that look like they belong to Halloween – drinks, desserts, side dishes –
you name it! Include photo of finished product (you and/or friends can be in the photo). Stories and
anecdotes are fun and can swing the vote your way!
Deadline: November 15, 2019!
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The Seers Table
By HWAWeb | September 2019

Kate Maruyama,
Member of the Diverse Works Inclusion Community
I always like to head into fall with a lot of spooky reading, and we have so many recommendations this
month! Happy September, everyone; time get working on those Halloween costumes and those scary stories!
Linda Addison recommends:
Marc L. Abbott and Steven Van Patten created Hell at
the Way Station, a collection of horror stories about two
Brooklyn horror writers who meet up for drinks and a little
adventure and end up in a lot more trouble than they
bargained for. Armed with only their knowledge of the
supernatural and their storytelling skills, they face off
against an arcane evil determined to consume them both.
Their collection is a nominee for the 15th Annual African
American Literary Awards.

Marc L. Abbott is a novelist, playwright, short film director, and storyteller. His written works include the
stage plays “A Gamble of Faith” and “Three Isn’t a Couple;” the YA novel, The Hooky Party, and the
children’s book, Etienne and the Stardust Express. His other credits include being a contributing writer for
The Cocktail Guide of the Galaxy and the New York State of Fright horror anthology. He is a 2015 Moth
StorySlam and GrandSlam winner and has been a featured storyteller at Tell It: Brooklyn, The Dump, What
Are You Afraid of, Barbershop Stories, RISK!, and BadyHOUSE Storytelling Concert Series. He hosts his own
monthly storytelling show in Bushwick, Brooklyn called MAAAN, YOU’VE GOT TO HEAR THIS!
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Steven Van Patten is a Brooklyn native, raised in Fort Greene. When he’s not writing scary stories, he can
be found stage managing various TV shows in the New York area. As an adult, he has studied over historical
research night after night and traveled to various locales around the globe in order to give his stories a
proper sense of worldliness. The end result is the Brookwater’s Curse series, three (soon to be four) novels
focused on the odyssey of Christian Brookwater, an 1860s Georgia plantation slave who becomes a monsterslaying vampire residing in modern-day New York. If he weren’t busy enough, he’s splitting his time
participating in sketch comedy shorts, short films, plays, and guest appearing on podcasts where he openly
discusses nerd culture, the supernatural, and how writing his books has changed his life for the better.
Recommended reading: Hell at the Way Station. The throaty growl of
the Yamaha V-Star’s 1100cc engine lingered several seconds after the
ignition was cut. Steven Van Patten dismounted the motorcycle and
glanced at the sign swaying in the autumn breeze above the door of The
Way Station. Though the bar had only opened five years earlier, the
weathered maroon board gave the impression it had been around for
decades. To the right, a single glass door leading to the event space—used
by everyone from local musicians to burlesque dancers—looked as if
someone was trying to break out. Steven moved closer.

Web-like circular cracks marred the lower half of the glass. They had not breached the outside, so he figured
someone inside had kicked it. He placed a finger at the center of the break, then traced the largest crack as
it snaked up to the center of the door before making a path to the door handle. Below the handle, the
keyhole had melted shut, again, from the inside. A wad of metal protruded from the hole. Only something hot
as hell could have caused that; there was definitely sinister work within.
“Whenever I hear the sound of that bike,” came a voice from over his shoulder, “I know all kinds of hell are
about to break loose.”
Steven turned slowly. “Says the man who claims to have walked with the devil himself.” He smiled at the
newcomer.
“I have.” Marc Abbott adjusted the bookbag on his back. “Trust me, it was no big thrill.”
Find them online:
Marc L. Abbott: https://whoismarclabbott.com/; https://facebook.com/whoismarclabbott?;
https://twitter.com/whoismarcabbott
Steven Van Patten: on social media platforms like Facebook and Twitter, under either his name or the
Internet moniker @svpthinks.
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Tish Booker recommends:
Gerri R. Gray is a busy woman. She has been writing since
elementary school. Even as a young “filly,” as she puts it,
Gerri was writing poetry and short stories in elementary
school. From poetry to plays to musicals—with scores
composed on her guitar—Gerri has been putting pen to paper
as long as she can remember. One of those musical plays
turned into her debut novel, The Amnesia Girl, published in
2017 by HellBound Books.

The Amnesia Girl tells the story of a young girl who doesn’t know who she is or why she wakes up in a
psychiatric ward. The book takes us through the main character’s journey to self-discovery with her partner
in crime, a delusional lesbian who helps her break out of the ward on the search for the truth. Filled with
dark humor, the two escapees discover that the outside world can be just as crazy as any insane asylum.
Gerri also has a book of dark poetry and prose published in 2018 by HellBound entitled Dark Skies of Dismal
Dreams. However, my recommended work is her latest work, an anthology she edited called Graveyard Girls.
With over 500 pages of women writing horror, there is definitely something in there for everyone. The
stories range from polite horror to religious fervor gone murderous, each story going down as satisfying as a
smooth piece of chocolate melting on your palate. Gerri also has her own story in the anthology. “Of Black
Butterflies” gives one woman a glimpse of life after death. Ms. Gray has stated she wanted to offer women
writers a chance to have a voice in what is often a male-dominated field. This anthology achieves that goal in
a major way.
Gerri is currently working on the sequel to The Amnesia Girl, and I’m sure her fans can’t wait for its arrival.
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From “Of Black Butterflies:” Tears of joy instantly welled up in her eyes,
and the urge to run to Cliff for comfort twisted her stomach into knots. She
felt compelled to scream out her undying love to him, and she ached for him
to hold her and make her nightmare vanish. And then her eyes shifted to the
bloodstained shirt he was wearing, and her blood turned to ice in her veins.
He strolled to the rear of the vehicle and helped the other man load the rest
of the bags in the trunk.

The two men embraced in the way that lovers entwine around each other. And as their lips met in a tender
kiss, the seam of one of the overstuffed trash bags split open and out rolled a decapitated head. Its face was
gruesomely contorted, and despite the dark coagulated blood that matted its hair and clung to most of its
face like a mask of gore, Marie was able to make out the features. It was a face that she instantly recognized.
It was hers.
Gerri R. Gray can be reached at:
Web site: http://gerrigray.webs.com/
Amazon: https://www.author/gerri_r_gray
Twitter: https://twitter.com/GerriRGray
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/AuthorGerriGray/

Ace Antonio Hall recommends:
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Before I introduce you to a terrific author, I’d like to recommend a
must-read. Fledgling by Octavia E. Butler was recommended to me by
David Gerrold, and he was right, this is one of the best horror novels
ever written. Buy a copy today or check it out at your local library.

The late Octavia Butler’s book Fledgling is the story of Shori Matthews: a being who appears to be a tenyear-old black girl, but is, in fact, a 53-year-old vampire. Shori awakens in a cave with little idea of who, or
where, she is. Shori’s awakening attracts the attention of mysterious assassins, forcing her to try to unravel
the mystery of her identity while on the run.
The author I’d like to introduce to my esteemed peers at HWA is A.J.
Locke. She has a fantastical book series called Affairs of the Dead. She
is originally from Trinidad & Tobago, but has resided in New York City
for over ten years. She knew early on that she wanted to be a writer,
penned her first novel at fourteen, and hasn’t stopped since.

Series Summary: Necromancer Selene Vanream helps ghosts settle their affairs so they can move on. But
when breaking the rules gets her in trouble, she’s bumped down to tracking ghosts trying to avoid the
afterlife. Ghosts like Ethan Lance, who claims he was kicked out of his body when someone else jumped in.
Which might be plausible—if such a thing were possible. And if Micah, Selene’s partner, didn’t pull her into
an investigation of brutal murders that lead directly back to Ethan. But when the whole mess puts Selene’s
life in danger, she suddenly has very personal reasons to get Ethan’s body back. Between her uncomfortable
relationship with Micah, and problems with her boss, Selene learns just how much trouble it can be when
you don’t follow the rules …
Locke can be found here:
Author’s Blog: http://iqurae.blogspot.com/2015/?m=0
Twitter: @maqueripe
Book link: https://www.amazon.com/A.J.-Locke/e/B00D0S1NQ4
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Janet Joyce Holden recommends:
Kali Wallace studied
geology and earned a
PhD in geophysics before
she realized she enjoyed
inventing imaginary
worlds more than she
liked researching the
real one. She is the
author of the young adult
novels Shallow Graves
and The Memory Trees
and the middle-grade
fantasy City of Islands. Her first novel for adults, the science-fiction horrorthriller Salvation Day, will be published by Berkley in 2019. Her short
fiction has appeared in Clarkesworld, F&SF, Asimov’s, Tor.com, and other
speculative fiction magazines. After spending most of her life in Colorado,
she now lives in southern California.
Recommended Work: Salvation Day. A lethal virus is awakened on an abandoned spaceship in this incredibly
fast-paced, claustrophobic thriller.
They thought the ship would be their salvation.
Zahra knew every detail of the plan. House of Wisdom, a massive exploration vessel, had been abandoned by
the government of Earth a decade earlier, when a deadly virus broke out and killed everyone on board in a
matter of hours. But now it could belong to her people if they were bold enough to take it. All they needed to
do was kidnap Jaswinder Bhattacharya—the sole survivor of the tragedy, and the last person whose genetic
signature would allow entry to the spaceship.
But what Zahra and her crew could not know was what waited for them on the ship—a terrifying secret
buried by the government. A threat to all of humanity that lay sleeping alongside the orbiting dead.
And then they woke it up.
Find the author at kaliwallace.com.

Kate Maruyama recommends:
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Merc Rustad is a queer
non-binary writer, who likes
dinosaurs, robots,
monsters, and cookies.
Their fiction has appeared
in Lightspeed, Uncanny,
Fireside, Nightmare, Apex,
Shimmer, and others. “How
to Become a Robot in 12
Easy Steps” was included in
The Best American Science
Fiction and Fantasy 2015
(edited by Joe Hill and
John Joseph Adams).
Merc is also a 2016 Nebula
Award finalist for their
story, “This Is Not a
Wardrobe Door,” which has
been reprinted in PodCastle (audio), Cicada (2018), and The Best American Science Fiction and Fantasy
2017 (edited by Charles Wu and John Joseph Adams), along with translations into Chinese and
Portuguese.

Their story, “With Teeth Unmake the Sun,” can be read here:
http://www.lightspeedmagazine.com/fiction/with-teeth-unmake-the-sun/.
An excerpt: First Wolf discovers unbearable want the dawn before he eats the world.
It is like this: His liege calls him from his restless slumber on Tau Usher. The pain in his belly has begun to
subside at long last. He opens his eyes under the starlight of his home.
“Wolf, I have need of you. Come.”
First Wolf obeys sleepily. He leaps through atmosphere and void and prowls into the ship, holding back a
yawn.
His liege’s ship has no name. It glides through void, so very cold, on course for Io Destiny. It hosts ten
million souls and is a forest of metal and light: great curves of alloy and webbed neural interfaces, screens
patterning the walls like moss. It is like home, this ship: ancient trees, wild meadows, biting rivers filled with
ice. First Wolf approves.
He stalks through the ship to the bridge.
Sire. First Wolf bows with his forelegs when he sees his liege, his lower jaw brushing the floor. What is your
desire?
The starborn stands on the bridge of their ship, watching Io Destiny on the viewscreen. Their body is
silhouetted against the eerie glow of the minor star the planet orbits.
“I want to unmake the Sun Lords,” says the Thousand-Star-Eyed Wolf.
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In this state—this stillness—their humanoid form is far more alien to him than when they bared their teeth
and shone with brilliance. To a non-wolf eye, the starborn would look unbearably human: willowy, restless,
with skin too frail to withstand solar heat. Their head is smooth and their eyes are void.
Merc is mostly found on Twitter @Merc_Rustad and sometimes playing in cardboard boxes.

Lauren Salerno recommends:
Georgina Bruce is a writer and teacher living
in Edinburgh. Her fiction has appeared in
various magazines and anthologies, including
Black Static, Interzone, Strange Horizons,
Ideomancer, Shimmer, Salt’s Best British
Fantasy, Great British Horror, Best British
Horror, and others, and has been short-/longlisted for various prizes including the Bridport
Prize and Mslexia short story competition. In
2017, her story, “White Rabbit,” won the
British Fantasy Award for Best Short Fiction.
This House of Wounds is her debut collection.

Recommended Reading: This House of Wounds. This House of Wounds is the devastating debut short story
collection from British Fantasy Award-winning author Georgina Bruce. Haunting and visceral tales for the
lost and the lonely. An emotional and riveting debut, with four brand new stories. Publishers Weekly says,
“Bruce’s collection of feminist, fantastical short stories has something to please nearly every taste. Bruce’s
knack for ethereal tales that cut straight to the core of what it means to be a human (and specifically a
woman) will delight readers who enjoy a smattering of the supernatural and blurred edges of reality.”
You can find Georgina Bruce at her Web site: http://www.georginabruce.com/.
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HWA Events
By HWAWeb | September 2019

Current for
2019
Angel Hiott, Events Coordinator

Just make sure to get those applications in to JG Faherty (eventapplications@horror.org) so he can approve
them!
If you know of an event you would like the HWA to consider attending, please fill out the approval form:
http://horror.org/subhub/index.php?sid=95628. Greg and Brad will review it for approval.
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Utah Chapter Update
By HWAWeb | September 2019
Cody Langille
The Utah Chapter had a special guest at our August meeting: Shelby Lasley. She’s a mortician and bodyretrieval specialist for the State of Utah, who shared her stories and knowledge about how the process of
embalming works, how body retrieval works, and how she started working in the business at the age of 17.
She was very knowledgeable and shared tons of amazing information.

Coming up the Utah Chapter will be spreading horror at the League of Utah Writers Quills Conference and
Salt Lake FanX.

Success Stories:
– Brian Mealing‘s poem, “Snakes,” was recently published in The Peaks of Madness horror anthology.
– Joshua P. Sorensen‘s poems, “Less Traveled By,” “Gourmand,” and “Respite of Thought,” and short
stories, “NORAD” and “The Sign,” were recently published in The Peaks of Madness horror anthology. His
second children’s horror picture book, What Scared Caesar?, was released on August 1 by War Monkey
Publications, LLC. The book is available at your favorite online or brick-and-mortar bookstore.
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– On July 26, Skye Caden (“The Very Hungry Nidhoeggr”), Brian Mealing (“A Pirate’s Life for Me”), and
Joshua P. Sorensen (“Three Naughty Goats”) competed in the Annual Sorensen Poetry Contest. This year,
the poetry contest required Saga/Edda-style verse and was part of a more complex competition, so was not
ranked separately from that.

– Got Lost, Book Three of Michael Darling‘s Behindbeyond series, will be released on September 3. It is
available for pre-order right now.
– Daniel Cureton‘s poem, “The 105,” about the burning, through paperback error, of 200-year-old
Australian herbological-type specimens that were sent from France to Australia, will appear in the annual
League of Utah Writer’s anthology. The 2019 volume is titled Metamorphosis: A Collection of Poetry and
Prose.
– Caryn Larrinaga‘s award-winning short horror story, “A Friend in Need,” was also chosen to be reprinted
in Metamorphosis: A Collection of Poetry and Prose.
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– Under the Bed, the first book in Lehua Parker’s new Lauele Chicken Skin Stories, hits stores this month.
Published by Makena Press, Under the Bed is the story of a young boy who knows there’s something under
his bed, something hungry for sweets—and maybe more. For lovers of Goosebumps and Scary Stories to Tell
in the Dark, who like their stories with a little more bite, Lauele Chicken Skin Stories are set in imaginary
Lauele, Hawaii, and tell island-style stories sprinkled with local island-style language. More Lauele Chicken
Skin Stories are coming this fall.
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San Diego Chapter Update
By HWAWeb | September 2019
Alexandra Neumeister
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The San Diego Chapter held its August meeting in conjunction with HWA New York chapter member JG
Faherty‘s launch of his latest book, Hellrider, at Mysterious Galaxy Bookstore. Faherty was also a guest at
the meeting, and several San Diego members stayed to attend the book launch.
It was our fourth year at Midsummer Scream, and the two-day event was attended by more than 30,000
people. The HWA booth gathered 117 signatures of interested potential members, almost double what we
gathered during the three days of WonderCon in 2018.
We held two well-received panels: “Defining Horror” with San Diego Chapter Members Brian Asman, Chad
Stroup, and Ashley Santana, and “Young Adult Horror Fiction Basics” with Lauren Salerno, Mark
Tullius, Alexandra Neumeister, and Jolene Haley, which was recorded by Bionic Buzz and uploaded to
their YouTube channel: https://youtu.be/OZsTWNbbIS4.
The HWA booth had one other new element at the table—a new sign which said in big letters DO YOU
WRITE HORROR? Many people came up, and the first thing they said was “I write horror,” so the San Diego
Chapter will be bringing this sign to other conventions in the future.
Photo credit: Photos provided by Ashley Santana, Kevin David Anderson, and Alexandra Neumeister.
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San Francisco Bay Chapter Update
By HWAWeb | September 2019
Ken Hueler
Attending: LS Johnson, Ben Monroe, Ken Hueler, Clifford Brooks, JD Horn

Ben Monroe, Clifford Brooks, Schaeffer Nelson, Ken
Hueler (Not pictured: LS Johnson and JD Horn—we
remembered to take the picture after they had left)

Borderlands closed their cafe, so we tried Muddy’s on 24th. Nice place, though we were not able to get
Skype to work there.
Loren Rhodes and EM Markoff could not attend, as they were doing a radio show to promote our charity
anthology, Tales From the Camp Fire, which, in case you were wondering, is available in paperback and
digital on Amazon.
Schaeffer Nelson joined us to audit the meeting. He is a playwright looking for supportive writing groups.
He was a lot of fun, and we hope he will be joining the HWA soon.
We have a growing number of East Bay Members, and they suggested we add their side of the Bay into the
meeting rotation (we alternate between San Francisco and Redwood City to include more people). LS
Johnson suggested an Oakland coffee shop two blocks from BART.
Because we had connectivity issues, Anthony De Rouen was not able to participate, but he is currently
working on a virtual film festival to accompany the Death’s Parade Film Festival in San Jose this October.
Ben Monroe is in contact with the State Fair. They have an area for writers to promote their books (with
family-friendly covers). Anyone in the group who is interested should contact Ben.

Member Achievements:
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Planet Apocalypse, written by Ben
Monroe

Ben Monroe wrote a graphic novel, Planet Apocalypse, which came out this month.
To heck with business, we decided, and just jawed the rest of the time about horror. It was great:
Radio dramas are making a comeback, thanks to podcasts, which is good news for the play/screenwriters in
our group.
We discussed writers talking to their characters. Some do not—the characters just do things of their own
accord, and the author gently guides and deals with the aftermath. Some do, even to the point of chatting
about things outside the stories they are in.
Then we got to writing noise. Some need the quiet, others listen to genres of music (often without lyrics) that
they can write to, and some construct playlists that suit the mood of the work they are writing and play it in
a loop.
We talked about putting trigger warnings in books. LS Johnson is putting a note on her TOC page directing
people to a list in the back of the book. That seems a thoughtful thing for people with PTSD and those
sensitive to things such as harm to animals.
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HWA Pittsburgh Chapter Founded
By HWAWeb | September 2019

Michael Arnzen and Sara Tantlinger, Co-Organizers

A brand new Pittsburgh Chapter of the HWA has now been founded! Co-organized by Michael Arnzen and
Sara Tantlinger, the Chapter launched with 11 Pittsburgh-area authors gathering to talk shop on the Seton
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Hill Campus (Greensburg) on July 27, 2019.
In attendance were Gwendolyn Kiste, Ben Rubin, Jered Johnston, Corey Niles, Douglas “Pete”
Gwilym, R.J. Murray, Nelson Pyles, Daniel Foytik, Michael Arnzen, and Sara Tantlinger. Member
Jacque Day Pallone also attended, representing the existing Pennsylvania Chapter (which is organized by
Kenneth W. Cain on the eastern side of the state; kennethwcain@gmail.com).
Currently the chapter has a Facebook group at https://www.facebook.com/groups/hwapittsburgh/.
Our next meeting is being scheduled for early November. Members interested in attending should join the Email announcement list by sending a short query to hwapittsburgh@gmail.com.

CHAPTER NEWS:
– Sara Tantlinger’s debut novella about a woman’s obsession with vultures and carrion, To Be Devoured, is
now published in e-book and paperback by Unnerving. Sara also won the Bram Stoker Award® for her
Poetry Collection, The Devil’s Dreamland, at StokerCon in May.
https://www.amazon.com/Be-Devoured-Sara-Tantlinger/dp/1989206255
– Corey Niles placed a story in the Pink Triangle Rhapsody anthology—a book of stories that explores gay
male cultural experiences—coming this October from Lycan Valley Press.
http://www.lycanvalley.com/p/anthologies-collections.html

– Nelson Pyles is working on a Wicked Library anthology and, along with Daniel Foytik, developing a
special podcast show for The Wicked Library in Georgia. Daniel is also continuing to release The Lift story
series of podcasts, to great success. The Wicked Library’s most recent “Talking Wicked” podcast features an
interview with writer Christa Carmen: https://thewickedlibrary.com/category/podcast/.
– Gwendolyn Kiste, who also just won the Bram Stoker Award for her first novel, The Rust Maidens, has
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signed a contract for her second novel! She’ll have a story in the RAICES Charity anthology from Nightscape
Press (http://www.nightscapepress.pub), which is also publishing her chapbook, The Invention of Ghosts. Her
work will also appear in Unnerving magazine #10 (https://www.unnervingmagazine.com/) and Welcome to
Miskatonic University from Broken Eye Books
(https://www.brokeneyebooks.com/store/c17/Welcome-to-Miskatonic-University#/). She’ll also be co-teaching
a course for litreactor in horror writing this August, alongside Brian Keene, Mary SanGiovanni, and
Damien Angelical Walters. For more details, go to https://litreactor.com/classes/the-horror-the-horror-viii.
– Ben Rubin is heading the George A. Romero Archive Collection at the University of Pittsburgh Library,
which seeks to become an international scholarly resource for the research and study of horror and science
fiction, building on the existing strengths of the Archives & Special Collections of U Pitt Library. He is
working with the Romero Foundation to raise funds to establish a promising interdisciplinary Horror Studies
Center at Pitt. http://romero.library.pitt.edu/

– Michael Arnzen’s contribution to HWA Poetry Showcase VI was selected as one of the top three poems
and will be featured on the Web site for the upcoming volume in the poetry series, edited by Stephanie
Wytovich. He is contributing to the Dark Moon Books primer series on Exploring Dark Short Fiction, edited
by Eric Guignard.

DISCUSSION POINTS:
Local horror events and opportunities for authors
– RJ Murray shared that Little City Coffee (a bookstore in Monongahela) wants to carry local horror
authors. http://littlecitycoffee.net/#visit-us-section
– Ben Rubin mentioned an opening reception for the Romero Collection on October 23, 7-10 p.m.
– Stephanie Wytovich (via Facebook) volunteered to organize a chapter reading at Rickert and Beagle
Books (http://rickertandbeaglebooks.com/) and to look into Black Forge Coffee House
(https://www.blackforgecoffee.com/) as a possible reading spot.
– The potential for a reading or gathering at the Allegheny Cemetery or Evans City Cemetery was discussed;
other locations for activities mentioned included Trundle Manor and the Carnegie Museum’s “After Dark”
series theme on the “Haunted Museum” coming on October 18.
– Members will be attending Pulpfest in Pittsburgh in August and others were invited.
http://www.pulpfest.com/
Online Presence
– We don’t want to be limited to a Facebook group and will begin building a Web site for the chapter. Daniel
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Foytik volunteered to help with Web services. Arnzen will check with HWA administrators about linkage on
the organization Web site.
– We see an opportunity to run a local horror event calendar online that would feature readings and signings,
a la Littsburgh.
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HWAColorado Update: Boulder-Longmont,
Denver, Colorado Springs
By HWAWeb | September 2019

Larry Berry
Welcome to HWAColorado. We have three Chapters holding regular events and small group meetings:
Boulder, Longmont, managed by Event Organizer Dean Wyant. Denver, managed by Event Organizer Larry
Berry. Colorado Springs, managed jointly by Hillary Racque Dodge and Carina Bissett. For more
information on the individual chapters, contact Larry Berry at mihangelnc@gmail.com.

Boulder, Longmont
Dean Wyant will host HWAColorado’s second holiday event, Red Tinsel 2, Saturday, November 9, 2-4 p.m.,
at the Denver Bookbar, 4280 Tennyson. This will be a group reading and interview featuring Steve Rasnic
Tem, Stephen Graham Jones, Carter Wilson, Josh Viola, Mario Acevedo, Angie Hodapp, and Warren
Hammond. Red Tinsel 2 will be the last scheduled group event for 2019.

Denver
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The Denver Chapter welcomes two new members: Angela Penland, writing as Angela Sylvaine, and
Claire Fishback.
Angela: Angela
Sylvaine still
believes in monsters,
both real and
imagined, and
always checks under
the bed. She holds
degrees in
psychology and
philosophy. Her
work has appeared
in multiple
publications and
anthologies,
including Dark Moon
Digest, Disturbed
Digest, and My
American
Nightmare. A North Dakota girl transplanted to Colorado, she lives with her sweetheart and three creepy
cats on the front range of the Rockies. You can follow her on twitter @sylvaine_angela and you can find her
online at angelasylvaine.com.
Claire: Claire L. Fishback lives in Morrison, Colorado with her loving husband, Tim, and their pit-bull mix,
Kira. Writing has been her passion since age six. When she isn’t writing, she enjoys mountain biking, hiking,
running, baking, playing the ukulele, and adding to her bone collection, though she would rather be
stretched out on the couch with a good book (or poking dead things with sticks). She can be reached at
info@clairelfishback.com for questioning. Please visit http://www.clairelfishback.com for information about
her books and more!

Colorado Springs
HWA members held their first Colorado Springs satellite meeting on Sunday, July 28. It was a humble start
with great promise. Three local writers attended. The discussion at the first meeting determined the shape of
future meetings, and those present, agreed that in addition to HWA business and announcements, each
monthly meeting would feature a 15-minute writing warm-up activity, followed by a critique. The group plans
to use Google Docs to allow for sharing and commenting on work.
Future plans include HWA author readings, Q&As, signings, write-ins and special events such as
NaNoWriMo. We will be meeting the fourth Sunday of each month at a local eatery or tavern, 3-5 p.m.

2021 StokerCon Initiative
The Denver Committee would like to announce our first Guest of Honor: legendary novelist Dan Simmons.
Planning for the event is proceeding, and the Curtis Hotel in downtown Denver promises to be an exciting
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venue. Registration and room bookings will begin in May 2020. Meanwhile, we’ll share news on the evolution
of the convention as it comes together each month.
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Wisconsin Chapter Update
By HWAWeb | September 2019
Chris Welch

We have some announcements this month from new member Dean King, as well as Dean H. Wild, and we
have the return of the Fox Cities Book Festival and Wendigo Fest.
Dean King reports that his first novel, Sarah’s Cross, is currently in production with his publisher. “I
recently approved the cover design and I am proud to share it with you here. Sarah’s Cross is a `soft horror’
novel (a term I coined) with a positive and heartwarming ending. Edits and revisions are underway, and I
expect to see this book out late this year.” Watch this space for a release date.

Dean H. Wild continues his tour for his latest novel, The Crymost. He will be signing copies of The Crymost
at the Tribeca Gallery Cafe and Books, 401 E. Main St. in Watertown, on October 19, 10 a.m.-noon. Stop in
and say “hello,” and pick up a copy. Foray into small town Wisconsin horror just in time for Halloween.
Once again, the HWA Wisconsin Chapter will be at the Fox Cities Book Festival. Chapter members Sarah
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Read, Kathrin Kohler, and David Rank will be on the panel “The Art of Anxiety” on October 12, from noon
to 1 p.m., at the Kaukauna Public Library.
Panel Description: The Art of Anxiety — How writers manipulate our emotions to keep us turning the pages.
Whether it’s a thriller, mystery, romance, or literary fiction, a good book keeps you turning the pages. Learn
what tools writers use (and how they use them) to move our emotions, create anxiety, and make us need to
know what happens next. Join members of the HWA Wisconsin Chapter in this discussion for readers and
writers alike.
Finally, the third annual Wendigo Fest—a celebration of all things Halloween and located in historic
downtown Manitowoc, on Franklin St., right outside the chamber door of the town’s “quaint” little tourist
destination known as Dead by Dawn Dead & Breakfast—will take place October 4-6. Events include musical
acts, bizarre performances, a parade, costume contest, dark-art exhibits, along with vendors of all sorts. One
special guest is actor Miko Hughes (Gage Creed in the 1989 movie PET SEMETERY) and the other special
“guest” is Christine, the car from John Carpenter’s movie CHRISTINE. For more information and updates,
visit the Web site (https://www.windigofest.com/).
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Drop Bears and Taniwha (Australian & New
Zealand Horror News)
By HWAWeb | September 2019
Marty Young
The Australian spec-fic world is in mourning with the tragic loss of Robert N Stephenson. Robert was a
huge personality, a divisive character for sure, but a man with a heart of gold and someone who loved the
speculative fiction world with a passion. Robert passed away on August 14.
Robert achieved a staggering amount. He was an award-winning writer of short fiction, novels, and articles,
publisher and editor with the long-running Altair Australia, editor at Harbinger Magazine, Edit Avenue,
Siddharta Publishing, and other venues, literary agent, poet, teacher, mentor, and so much more. He
founded the Peter MacNamarra Achievement Award (now defunct), the Australian Shadows Award (running
since 2005), and the International Future Visions Award. His magazine, Altair Magazine, ran from 1997 to
2000, and he was the current Vice-President of the Australasian Horror Writers Assn. He was also a husband
and a father, and a friend.
RIP, Robert. You will be sorely missed. Our sincere condolences to your family.
For anyone suffering depression, it can be impossible to know that we’re here for you, but we are. And it’s
our job to reach out to you, our friends and family and colleagues, to make sure you’re okay.
**
Australian publisher Things In The Well are calling for drabbles (100 words) and double-drabbles (200
words) for their first anthology of dark erotic fiction. If that’s not enough to float your boat, successful
stories will be included in the ToC alongside the UK’s master of horror Ramsey Campbell, whose short
story “Dolls” will be included. Contact Steve Dillon (E-mail: dillonstephen@hotmail.com) or visit the Web
site: http://ThingsInTheWell.com/open-submissions.
**
Award-winning writer, super editor, and one of the coolest people you’ll meet, AJ Spedding, features in the
latest episode of The Story of the Story. This new blog series “seeks to help us understand our favorite
authors, and to give them a chance to tell us about something they’ll positively gush about: their favorite
story.”
In this week’s episode, AJ discusses her short horror story “The Whims of My Enemy,” a “harrowing tale
about prisoners playing a deadly game at the behest of mysterious and cruel captors, and it all takes place in
a deathly train car.” Check it out at http://www.buzzsprout.com/337568/.
**
Dark Lake Reborn Immersive Horror Experience comes to Perth!
From their Web site (https://www.huntedexperience.com/): “Dark Lake Reborn is an immersive walk-through
performance. Actors guide you through the storyline that includes you and makes you a part of it. This
experience also includes puzzle solving and mystery elements.
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“Participants enter Dark Lake Reborn in small groups, maximum of eight at a time. At least one person in
your group requires a smartphone. The experience is between 45 minutes and an hour, depending on how
quickly your group moves through the experience.
“At a secret location in Perth (near Cannington), you download a location map when you book your tickets.”
With multiple dates from September 20 through until November 30 in Perth, plus other dates across the
country, I’m sure you can get yourselves scared silly!
Check out the website for more information, or the FAQ page here:
http://www.interactivehorrorexperience.com/faq-1.
**
Some new Aussie/Kiwi releases to keep an eye out for:
Due for release on September 17, Served Cold is Alan Baxter‘s second volume of collected short fiction.
Collected together for the first time ever, these sixteen provocative and intensely chilling tales by multiaward-winning author Alan Baxter venture into the depths of the darkest and most shadowy places where
unspeakable horrors are the predators and we the willing prey. Prepare for an always terrifying, frequently
heartbreaking journey in multiple stages, each piece echoing Baxter’s unique voice that effortlessly blends
horror, fantasy and the weird, cementing his place as a modern master of the dark fantastique, and resulting
in an unforgettable volume of fiction.
Pre-order link: https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07WVS9Y45/.

**
Jason Franks has a new book up for pre-order. Shadowmancy will be released on October 15, and it’s a
short novel with a dozen interior illustrations by Nicholas Hunter. Jason says, “It … says Dark Fantasy and
it’s about a magic school but … I approached this as a horror novel. I think anyone who comes looking for
Hogwarts here is going to … not get what they want.” On a mountain that does not exist, there is a school
where they teach the impossible. From his first day at the Academy, things are difficult for Quay. Though he
has surrendered his name, like every other acolyte at the magical school, Quay is the son of a disgraced
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professor, and he finds that his father’s old enemies are already lined up against him–while the professor’s
own faction is just as suspicious. Quay refuses to take a side, but as his powers grow it becomes apparent
that the damaged young boy may prove a greater threat than his father ever was. Deep in the Library of
Shadows, Quay finds a way to survive his father’s treacherous legacy, but the price is high indeed.
“A strange, mysterious and compelling read told in spookily disconnected first-person narrative, delivered by
a likeably unlikeable main character. A subtle and dreamlike tale.” –Sam Bowring, author of the Broken Well
trilogy. Pre-order links: https://argonauticapress.com/?product=shadowmancy. Keep an eye out for a
Halloween launch.

**
Chuwa: The Rat-People of Lahore by Brian Craddock (https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/942121).
Jasmine is wanted by both mafia and monsters, navigating Pakistan’s back-streets as she tries to save her
kidnapped husband. But a bite from a mysterious creature is changing her, and the supernatural world is
stepping forward to stake its claim. Can Jasmine beat the clock and save her beloved?
Here’s a sneak peek from the book: At their feet flowed a shifting tide, undulating as it swept around
corners, keeping pace with the robed errand-keepers. It squeaked and squabbled with its progress, this tide
did, claw and tooth flashing from its dark currents. Only when it followed its masters across the road did the
dull illumination of the street-light show the gnashing tide to be a river of rats, squabbling amongst
themselves for prize place closest to the feet of the errand-keepers.
A homeless man sat up from his bedding of tarpaulin as the tide approached, beseeching the figures for
alms, just a modest token of generosity with which he might purchase some flat-bread later in the day. He
was summarily ignored, by the errand-keepers, at least; but of the rats that followed, not so. They swarmed
toward the man before he had sense enough to flee, enveloping him and stifling any cry for help he might
have been ready to beckon.
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**
Metamorphosis by Claire Fitzpatrick will be released by IFWG Publishing Australia on September 2.
Madeline will never become a woman. William will never become a man. Does June deserve to be human?
Does Lilith deserve a heart?
Seventeen stories. Seventeen tales of terror. If imperfection is crucial to a society’s survival, what makes a
monster?
Reviews
“Visceral and demented, full of flesh that twists and deforms … Fitzpatrick’s stories will either sicken or
delight. There’s only one way to find out which way you’ll swing. Fitzpatrick’s protagonists are among some
of the most unique I’ve come across in fiction: almost singularly they are fixated with notions of the flesh, be
it in its transformation or in its consumption.” – Brian Craddock, Australian Shadows Award-Winning
author.
[On “Scents”] “One of the creepiest stories I have read in a long time.” – Jeani Rector, editor of The Horror
Zine
“Wonderful carnage amongst the formalities and forced smiles.” – Aaron Dries, author Of A Place For
Sinners.
Claire’s collection can be found at https://ifwgaustralia.com/title-metamorphosis/.
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**
The Macabre Modern and Other Morbidities by Kyla Lee Ward (P’rea Press) was released on August 4.
Inspired by the fourteenth century “Danse Macabre” (the Dance of Death) in the cemetery of the Innocents,
The Macabre Modern transcends time, updating for contemporary readers the allegorical, medieval concept
of the universality of death.
Defy death with the doctor. Mourn with the soldier. Indulge in the rich, weird traditions of Ancient Egypt and
the Victorians, as you trip over the unspeakable at your own front door. Chuckle at the grotesque and the
fallible but remember, the last laugh will be on you!
With a sharp wit, compelling satire, and fervent, feverish imagination, Ward generates fiendishly compelling
vignettes of the human drama, and offers a profound reflection on life.
Includes the Australian Shadows Award-winner, “Revenants of the Antipodes.” Illustrations, including cover
artwork, by the author. http://www.preapress.com/books.php?isbn=9780994390127
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**
AntipodeanSF Issue 251 – with ten “new and fabulous speculative flash fiction stories to read and enjoy.”
https://antisf.com/
**
Aurealis #123 – features “compelling new fiction as well as the usual generous serving of nonfiction,
reviews, and stunning artwork. It has everything you could possibly want in your speculative fiction.”
https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/952262
**
Conferences coming up in September:
September 4 – Indigenous Literacy Day. A national celebration of Indigenous culture, stories, language, and
literacy. https://www.indigenousliteracyfoundation.org.au/indigenous-literacy-day-2019
September 6-8 -BAD: Sydney Crime Writers Festival; Sydney, NSW. Guests include Val McDermid,
Michael Robotham, Candice Fox, Kate McClymont, Gary Jubelin, and Laurie Oakes.
http://www.badsydney.com/
September 15 – Heroines Festival; Thirroul and district, NSW. Guests include Kate Forsyth, Cat Sparks,
Claire Corbett, and more. https://www.theneoperennialpress.com/heroinesfestival
September 21-22 – Oz Comic-Con; Brisbane, QLD. https://ozcomiccon.com/
September 28-29 – Oz Comic-Con; Sydney, NSW. https://ozcomiccon.com
**
If you’re an Aussie or a Kiwi and have horror news, or know of horror-related events or gatherings or
anything else at all, let me know at martyyoung2002@yahoo.com and I’ll include it here.
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News from the Canadian Crypt
By HWAWeb | September 2019
Julianne Snow
Welcome, my darklings to the Canadian Crypt. Want to know what dark and dangerous things your Canadian
corpses have been up to? Well, this is the place to come for epitaphs and updates …

HWA Ontario Chapter member Andrew Robertson has had two short stories accepted for publication in the
coming months. The first, “Sick is the New Black,” will be appearing in Pink Triangle Rhapsody published by
Lycan Valley Press. PTR highlights and explores gay male cultural experiences and is dedicated to, and in
celebration of, gay men and their cultural history. The non-themed anthology is a collection of short stories
written with “effusively rapturous or emotional expression,” and is mixed-genre including horror, sci-fi,
fantasy, thriller, and pulp mystery stories, to be published in October 2019. The second story, “Sundowning,”
will appear in the charity anthology Klarissa Dreams Redux: The Illuminated Anthology. The volume features
original paintings paired with short stories and poetry and is edited by Shebat Legion, with an introduction
by Joel Eisenberg. Proceeds from this Legion Press book will be split between the Peterborough Regional
Health Centre Foundation and The Cancer Society. Expected release date is late 2019.
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Nancy Kilpatrick was at Fan Expo mid-August selling her series Thrones of Blood. Nancy also was a judge
in the Fan Expo Flash Fiction contest and on the World Building panel. She will be at the Bloody Words
booth at Word on the Street, Toronto, September 22. She is currently finishing up volume 5 of the series,
Anguish of the Sapiens Queen, due out this fall from Crossroad Press. Her short story, “Root Cellar,” is read
by Emerian Rich on Horror Addicts Podcast #169. You can hear it here, starting at 39:15:
https://horroraddicts.wordpress.com/2019/07/05/horroraddicts-net-169-nancy-kilpatrick/
Canadian Dreadful has just been released. The anthology edited by David Tocher is from Dark Dragon
Publishing, and this all-Canadian line-up features stories by Colleen Anderson, Judith Baron, Karen
Dales, Pat Flewwelling, Jen Frankel, Tyner Gillies, Vanessa C. Hawkins, Repo Kempt, Nancy
Kilpatrick, Caitlin Marceau, Joe Powers, Robin Rowland, David Tocher, and Sara C. Walker.

C.S. O’Cinneide, the writer and blogger behind She Kills Lit, has published her novel, Petra’s Ghost. The
synopsis reads: A woman has vanished on the Camino de Santiago, the ancient five-hundred-mile pilgrimage
that crosses northern Spain. Daniel, an Irish expat, walks the lonely trail seeking redemption, but ends up
followed by a nightmare that refuses to be left behind. Petra’s Ghost is available where fine books are sold
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and has been receiving wonderful praise from the literary community.
If you’re a Canadian and have news you want shared in the Canadian Crypt, please send it to me, Julianne
Snow, at juliannemsnow@gmail.com.
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Fiendish Endeavors
By HWAWeb | September 2019

Erinn L. Kemper

Naching T. Kassa is proud to announce the inclusion of her story, “In Giving, We Receive,” in issue number
46 of The Sirens Call eZine.

Roh Morgon‘s novel, Watcher: Book 1 of The Chosen, recently won the Silver Stake Award, and fellow HWA
member Lisa Macon Wood‘s book, The Promise Keeper, won the Golden Stake at the International Vampire
Film and Arts Festival held a few weeks ago in London.
Heddy Johannesen says, “I am proud to report that Paranormal Chronicles is publishing my second article,
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‘The Ghosts of Halifax Harbour,’ in the fall issue of their popular ezine.”
Marie Wood‘s short story, “Vices,” will be published in Trickster’s Treats #3: The Seven Deadly Sins
published by Things in the Well Publications coming out Halloween 2019.

Ellen Datlow‘s Echoes: The Saga Anthology of Ghost Stories, which includes 29 stories (all but three new)
was published August 20 by Saga Press and is available in hardcover, paperback, and e-book formats.
Patrick Moody will be signing copies of his book, The Gravedigger’s Son, at CT Horrorfest, Saturday,
September 14, in Naugatuck, CT.
Jeremy Essex says, “I’m excited to announce my short story, ‘Experiments With Time,’ has sold to Deep
Magic and should be coming out in September.”
Bruce Boston has sold poems to Amazing Stories and Liquid Imagination.
Marge Simon tells us, “I’ve sold a story to Daily Science Fiction and a poem to Amazing Stories.”
Lisa Morton has some good news! “Short story sales: “Family” to Ellen Datlow for Final Cuts, coming next
year from Anchor Books/Blumhouse; and “Imperfect Clay” to Michael Bailey and Doug Murano for
Miscreations, coming next year from Written Backwards. Short nonfiction sales: “You Really Don’t Want to
Do This: Extreme Haunts and the Boundaries of Horror,” currently appearing in Nightmare Magazine
(September issue). As editor: the mini-anthology Strange Tales of the Macabre: Ghosts, including work from
Eric J. Guignard, Kate Jonez, Rena Mason, and John Palisano, now available from Amazon.
Congratulations to everyone. If you have a recent sale or upcoming publication, tell us about it. It’s publicity.
It’s free. Send a tiger-tight paragraph to erinn_darren@hotmail.com announcing your fiendish endeavor.
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Calendar of Readings and Signings
By HWAWeb | September 2019

Scott “Essel” Pratt
Remember that you can always find out what’s going on by visiting the calendar of events on the HWA Web
site. If you submit your information late, that information will show up only on the online calendar. It is best
to get your event information in early.
For all book-release announcements, please contact Lydia Peever for inclusion in her “Recently Born”
column.

September
September 21-22: Horror Convention at Mothman Festival; Point Pleasant, WV. Eighteenth anniversary of
the festival that celebrates the legend known only as Mothman. Live music, guest speakers, special
appearances and events, festival food, TNT Area Tours, Mothman statue, Mothman hayride, Mothman
Museum, and much more! The Mothman Museum, 400 Main St., Point Pleasant, WV.
https://www.smalltownmonsters.com/events/2019/9/21/mothman-festival
September 27-29: Jeff Strand will be attending Monsterama, a really fun convention with an emphasis on
classic horror. I’ll be part of the literary track of programming. Atlanta Marriott Alpharetta, 5750 Windward
Pkwy, Alpharetta, GA. For more info, go to https://www.monsteramacon.com.

A reminder: This calendar is updated several times a week after information submitted about each event has
been vetted for appropriate content. Appropriate content includes conventions, readings, signings,
workshops, and other like events that HWA members may attend. It also includes deadlines for workshop
applications and award nominations. It does not include solicitations for votes for awards/award
nominations.
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Blood and Spades
By HWAWeb | September 2019

Marge Simon

Once again, I’m delighted to feature poet Lori Lopez! As you will find in the following essay, she shares her
trials and travails over the past year to get her full-size poetry collection, Darkverse: The Shadow Hours, into
a print version.
Lori R. Lopez has a lot going on beneath her hat, much of it too weird to mention … mostly dark and inky
and preoccupied with horrors. When she isn’t busy being strange, she’s a poet, author, and illustrator with
works in HWA Poetry Showcases, The Horror Zine, The Sirens Call, Weirdbook, Bewildering Stories, and
California Screamin’. Her books include Darkverse: The Shadow Hours, Leery Lane, The Dark Mister Snark,
The Witchhunt, and An Ill Wind Blows. Lori resides in Southern California with cats and two sons. Together
they run Fairy Fly Entertainment, a creative company. While the cats are very entertaining, they’re too lazy
to lend or lift a paw, so Lori and her talented sons are left to do everything themselves.
Find her at fairyflyentertainment.com, @LoriRLopez on Twitter and Instagram; facebook.com/lorilopez.
***

The Illustrated Darkverse
Lori R. Lopez
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I was invited back to share the journey from e-book to illustrated
print edition for my epic-sized poetry collection Darkverse: The
Shadow Hours. Here then are my reflections while retracing those
footsteps.

Illustrating and laying out this volume of Darkverse for paper was no simple feat. It was rather daunting and
demanding. We’re talking about seven hundred fifty pages, fifty unique illustrations, and various repeated
art details. A task requiring double the illustrations I would normally do for a novel or collection. This book
demanded more because it encompasses such a large quantity of my darker poems, over two hundred and
fifty. With names like “shadows,” “The Darkest Hours,” “That Step,” “Death’s Viper,” “fearing the worst,”
“Cold Feet,” they represent years of verse.
At last I can hold the result in my hands. It’s very good for strengthening one’s biceps!
Measuring eight and a half by eleven inches, about one and a half inches thick, the book makes a lovely gift
because it’s a keeper. Either that or it makes a good door-stopper.
Lest you think this is a commercial, let me return to the verse and art. For this collection, I had chosen
horror and speculative titles from the first three volumes of my book series Poetic Reflections. The next step
in assembling an illustrated print edition: I very much enjoyed selecting which poems to embellish with my
drawings. All part of the fun.
Unlike creating one piece at a time, when you illustrate a book, it is less of a relaxed experience. There is a
list to complete, and like most lists, it may seem a bit imposing for a while. Plus, when I am drawing I tend to
miss writing—an activity that calms, even heals me. Drawing for weeks and weeks, I cannot get a lot of
writing accomplished. I may become frustrated, impatient. A single drawing might take days (or days and
days) to finish.
So it isn’t surprising that I often put off doing art.
I published the e-book of Darkverse in late 2017. And labored on most of the illustrations during 2019. Well,
I was busy. I’m always busy. Usually writing. It’s a struggle, a wrestling match, to tear myself away. It’s
pretty amazing, in fact, that I got the book done.
I must thank my sons, especially Rafael, for their assistance in the publishing. I did a lot myself, but we have
a creative company called Fairy Fly Entertainment and work together, helping each other with projects when
needed. They handled some of the more technical aspects.
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Okay, now for the best part, a look at a few illustrated poems.

Headslugs
There are bilious black slugs inside my skull
That slither and cling to the walls and roof
Causing them to itch
The things interfere with my waking thoughts
Interrupt my sleep with trails of dreck
And wrest electric screams
From my soul’s unbottomed eternal pit
Like plump dark worms that creep from earth
Escaping a loamy grave
They send shivers down neck and spine
And make the backs of my orbs squirm
While their bodies quiver
Wiggling about, slinking on bellies
The slimers crawl in and out; they tickle ears
Worse than any feather
I can hear them giggling. It echoes, you see
Which can draw attention to the sediment
On my drooping shoulders
The cornflake dust from pouring cereal
Upon my head in an effort to lure them
And seal my ears
With wax, for I am weary of headslugs
Rubbing my brain, slurking like fiendish grubs
Like a dog wishing
To shake them back from whence they hailed
So that I could have a moment’s peace
Without feeling them move.
(From Poetic Reflections: Blood on the Moon, 2018)
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birds of night
The birds of night flap broodful wings
Against the pewter clouded mist
Though sleep might claim most
At this hour of witchcraft and ghoul
Their leather-like flails evoke a restless
Energy for mischief, screeching and silent
Diving enmasse; swimming the air like fish
With bursts of upthrusts and echoing reports
In the quiet of Nocturnity; like swarms of bugs
Cluttering the sky against a lunatic pall
Keening in graceful plummets of precise formation
Their dense fraternity defined by echoes
They are swept aloft like a flight of starlings
And greeted with a similar disapproval
The same unpopularity of rodents
Rakishly adorable, these vermin of Twilight
Fit into the overall design, the fragile balance
That maintains the environs of a delicate planet
Like thread or glue, binding the seams
Holding the links together
Once in seemingly inexhaustible supply
Labeled pests, they have dwindled with wolves
And other species competing for space
Food and water, the right to exist, to survive
And roam free by land, sea, or sky.
(First published in Poetic Reflections: The Queen of Hats, 2014)
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horror she wrote
She was just a girl, giving birth to a legend
In a flash of horror, a monster was born
The invention of ghouls would be nothing new
But this one had heart and it beat forlorn
From a mad doctor’s lab, the corpse on a slab
The sum of a man built in pieces of death
A jaundice-eyed fiend stitched by charnel design
A jigsaw of fragments until his first breath
How that aberrant moment when life was jumpstarted
Would jolt the world like a bolt of thunder!
His ghastly pulse brought rejection and shame
To the sinister figure of a scientist’s blunder
This object of guilt and forged conception
Of miserable tainted vanity
Perpetual loathing, parental regret
How much his plight would mean to me
The society that shunned was the same to love
A cumbrous ogre, the patchwork creep
I was just a girl when I watched and read
His tale of torment; the words made me weep
Ahead of her time in a prim proper age
Of rigidly stern antiquated views
Mary wrote an ironic iconic fable
And will always be the genre’s muse
The daughter of authors remembered today
Her philosopher father for a novel’s style
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Her namesake a founding feminist
Whose child would never see her smile
A mother whose hugs she couldn’t recall
But whose stirring declarations remain
Proclaiming that ladies are equal to men
This bold example would Mary gain
A thinker who practiced her own ideals
While sifting the notions her parents had
Rebelling, embracing, at times she would bend
To society’s ways or the will of her dad
Like me, she read and scribbled stories
Happiest as a child away from her life
With another family or in the Cemetery
To read near her mother and escape the new wife
She fell for a poet with a failing marriage
They declared their love by her mother’s grave
Where the two would rendezvous in secret
Till she ran away with the charming knave
A summer visit with several friends
At Lake Geneva proved a stroke divine
The impetus for a masterpiece
Telling ghostly tales sparked Frankenstein
With Lord Byron they chatted of the supernatural
Inspired by a scary dream and dare
Amidst rainy-day talk of reanimation
A legacy was wrought out of grim nightmare
The story she drafted, and then the book
Yet more than a single horror tome
She wrote stories, novels, and of their journeys
While the couple moved from home to home
Frankenstein bore vestiges of Mary’s creation,
And the horrors of death known intimately
Along with her wretch, the two opposed eating meat —
“Vegetarian” for animals, like my sons and me
The pair would wed as lovers do
Four children died, just one survived
Her husband’s death by accident
Left a spouse and little boy deprived
Mary edited and released his poems
To help Percy Shelley’s verse be read
Promoting his name, increasing his fame
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Too soon she herself would join the dead
A brain tumor claimed her the age I am now
Her prose has long touched me with acute emotion
As only the truly brilliant can
Who inspire such immense devotion
The Mother Of Horror gleams strong today
More recognized than the man she’d marry
Gone a century before my birth
Yet the horror she wrote is still scary.
(Originally published in my Poetic Reflections column “horror she wrote,” February 2012; also in Poetic
Reflections: Blood on the Moon, 2018; an additional stanza added December 29, 2018)

Just a taste of the variety in themes and styles that abound throughout the bulging collection, along with
flies, shadows, and bats. There are also poems spinning tales of ghosts and frightful creatures, villains or
demons.
My thanks again to Marge, and now I must bid adieu for my headslugs are itching! It is time to write
something deep and dark …
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Recently Born of Horrific Minds: Books Coming
Out This Month
By HWAWeb | September 2019

Lydia Peever
Is September basically the universal start-date for returning to school? Here, we get an education in short
and long tales, stories by masters and first-time writers. Time-tested or modern, these new releases offer
every facet of horror we have come across so far and can perhaps teach us a few new tricks heading into the
haunting season …
New Annotated H. P. Lovecraft: Beyond Arkham
Leslie S. Klinger
Liveright Publishing/W. W. Norton
2019-09-22
http://www.lesliesklinger.com
In following Lovecraft’s own literary trajectory, readers can witness his evolution from Rhode Island critic to
prescient literary genius whose titanic influence would only be appreciated decades after his death.
Including hundreds of eye-opening annotations and more than 200 rare images, Beyond Arkham finally
provides the complete picture of Lovecraft’s unparalleled achievements in fiction.

Pieces
Rebecca Rowland and Michael Aloisi
Dark Ink
2019-09-13
https://rowlandbooks.com
Dennis Sweeney did the unthinkable: he stalked a local woman, abducted her, divided her body into thirty
pieces, and mailed the sections to random people. Eighteen of the deliveries were reported to authorities.
Pieces is the story of the twelve that were never recovered.
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Cricket Hunters
Jeremy Hepler
Silver Shamrock Publishing
2019-09-01
https://www.amazon.com/-/e/B00VSI7KRE
When Cel’s husband disappears, clues surface that suggest a link to their friend who vanished years earlier,
forcing her to delve into the past in order to navigate the present. With the help of her abuela, a selfproclaimed bruja, she embarks on a journey fraught with trickery in order to connect the dots.

Hellrider
JG Faherty
Flame Tree Press
2019-08-22
https://www.amazon.com/Hellrider-Fiction-Without-Frontiers-Faherty/dp/1787582620
When Eddie Ryder is burned alive he vows revenge with his dying breath. He returns as a ghost, with his
custom motorcycle, Diablo, by his side. After he finds out he can possess people, he launches a campaign of
vengeance that leaves plenty of bodies in its wake and the police in a state of confusion.

Echoes: The Saga Anthology of Ghost Stories
Ellen Datlow, editor
Gallery/Saga Press
2019-08-20
https://www.simonandschuster.com/books/Echoes/Ellen-Datlow/9781534413467
Whether you’re reading alone under the covers with a flashlight, or around a campfire with a circle of
friends, there’s something here to please—and spook—everyone. These twenty-nine stories include all-new
works from Joyce Carol Oates, Alice Hoffman, Seanan McGuire, and Paul Tremblay.

Virginia’s Haunted Historic Triangle, 2nd Edition: Williamsburg, Yorktown, Jamestown, and Other Haunted
Locations
Pamela K. Kinney
Schiffer Publishing
2019-08-15
https://www.schifferbooks.com/virginias-haunted-historic-triangle-2nd-edition-williamsburg-yorktown-jamest
own-other-haunted-locations-6679.html
Go deeper into ghostly history, touring Williamsburg, Yorktown, and Jamestown, taking side trips to the
towns and counties nearby. You’ll hear odd noises and see apparitions, but, above all, be prepared to get to
know the ghosts of the Historic Triangle and surrounding areas. They’re dying for you to hear their stories.

Petra’s Ghost
C.S. O’Cinneide
Dundurn Press
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2019-08-13
https://www.dundurn.com/books/Petras-Ghost
A woman has vanished on the Camino de Santiago, the ancient five-hundred-mile pilgrimage that crosses
northern Spain. Daniel, an Irish expat, walks the lonely trail seeking redemption, but ends up followed by a
nightmare that refuses to be left behind.

The Macabre Modern and Other Morbidities
Kyla Lee Ward
P’rea Press
2019-08-04
http://www.preapress.com/books.php?isbn=9780994390127
Imaginative poetry written and illustrated by award-winning poet, author, artist, playwright, performer Kyla
Lee Ward. Defy death with the doctor. Mourn with the soldier. Indulge in the rich, weird traditions of
Ancient Egypt and the Victorians, as you trip over the unspeakable at your own front door.

Ameri-Scares Michigan: The Dragon of Lake Superior
Stephen Mark Rainey
Crossroad Press
2019-08-01
http://www.stephenmarkrainey.com
While hiking along the shores of Lake Superior, thirteen-year-old Anna sees a huge creature emerge from
the waters and sink a tour boat. Frightened and confused, she is shocked when a strange, shadowy figure
appears to her and warns her to tell no one what she has seen.

To Be Devoured
Sara Tantlinger
Unnerving
2019-07-29
http://saratantlinger.com
What does carrion taste like? Andi’s obsession with vultures and her need to know the secrets they carry
from eating dead flesh drives her down an unforgivable path. She must decide between abandoning the birds
of prey or risk turning her loved ones into nothing more than meals to be devoured.

In the Shadow of the Mountain
Reed Alexander
Madness Heart Press
2019-05-24
https://madnessheart.press/product/in-the-shadow-of-the-mounatin
The quiet town of Kodiak Lake is a great place for snowmobiling and ice fishing. It’s a picturesque
Adirondack village that’s a destination location for a select type of winter lover. But something is wrong in
the Adirondack Mountains. Some people have begun acting oddly, and others are terrified. What stalks the
winter wonderland seeking refuge inside the residents of this sleepy town, and what is watching from the
shadows with far too many eyes?
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The Madness of Robin Randle
Wood Dickinson
Taygete Press
2019-01-27
https://robinrandle.com
Eighteen-year old Robin Randle has escaped death. Now it seems to be chasing her through impossible
realities. Her mind fractured, insanity closing in, she fights to survive and learn the truth of her existence.
What is she? What did she promise to do? Why is she called the Storm Bringer?
______________________________

Thank you to all who listed, and please do share these free promotional listings provided to members each
month. Make sure to fill out the New Release Form in the Members Only area of the HWA Web site by the
15th of each month to have your future releases posted in Recently Born of Horrific Minds! I’d love to
include every book, but some were released too long ago to count as “recent,” so they may not be listed here,
but appear on the “Members Books” section of horror.org/newreleases. Forward questions you might have
using the form or regarding your forthcoming release to newreleases@horror.org, and enjoy these fine
reads!
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Brain Matter
By HWAWeb | September 2019

JG Faherty

Oh, No! A Bad Review!
So, your new novel is out. For the past few weeks you and your publisher have been sending out review
copies and the marketing machine has been in full swing. You’ve released your back cover quotes. You’ve
started preparing for the blog tour that will accompany the book. You’ve arranged appearances and signings.
But most of all, you’ve been waiting for the reviews to show up.
And then those first couple come in, and they’re great! Readers on Goodreads and Amazon, reviewers in
social media. The early buzz is strong, and your spirits are high.
Suddenly, BAM!
A mediocre review.
Nothing pours ice water on your soul like seeing a lukewarm review come in. In your mind, it’s derailing the
success train. You start to wonder how many people will read it and decide not to buy the book. After all,
there’s a ton of stuff out there for people to read and most reviewers have TBR piles as high as the roof. They
could easily decide to skip your book in favor of one that is generating more buzz. A bad review hits
especially hard if it’s a professional reviewer, one with a lot of followers. One you had really hoped would
give you a glowing write up you could promote all over social media.
Now your head is filled with the image of your book sinking into the depths of obscurity before it even has a
chance to succeed.
What could make this worse? I’ll tell you. It’s when you read the review and realize the person didn’t
understand it. They got the hero and the villain mixed up, they didn’t catch the underlying theme that ties
the story together, they completely missed the allegories you used.
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Well, I’m here to tell you, all is not lost.
One bad review doesn’t ruin a book’s chances of success. Heck, odds are even several wouldn’t do that, as
long as you had good reviews to balance the not-so-great ones. As a writer, you have to remember
something:
Most people will never even read your book. And out of the ones who do, many will not like it.
That sounds harsh, but it’s true.
Think about these numbers. Approximately 52,000 fiction books are sold every week in the U.S. In order to
be Number 1 on the New York Times bestseller list, you need to sell about 5000 books in a week.
That’s 10% of all people buying fiction.
10%.
If this was baseball, you’d be batting .100 and get sent to the minors because you suck. In the world of
writing, you’re a superstar.
Now, consider this fact: if you look at any book on Amazon or Goodreads, no matter how popular, it will have
bad reviews. A quick glance shows that IT, Pet Sematary, and Dr. Sleep by Stephen King all show the same
general breakdown for reviews: 70% 5 Star, 20% 4 Star, 6% 3 Star, 2% 2 Star, and 2% 1 Star.
Dean Koontz? Pick any of his books, you get about the same spread.
And these guys are at the pinnacle of success in our genre. Think about it. 30% of readers consider any
Stephen King book either meh or bad.
You expect your numbers to be better than that?
The thing is, despite getting bad reviews, those books sell. Yours probably will, too, as long as there are
more good reviews than bad. You just have to keep remembering that. Don’t let a bad review get you down.
Most of all, you can’t allow a bad review to make you do something stupid. Like respond to the review. Or
contact the reviewer. Or write a rebuttal on your social media pages. That’s a sure-fire way to send your
book—and your reputation!—down into the abyss, never to be heard from again.
Sure, you might be tempted. Like when a reviewer obviously missed the point of the story, or obviously
didn’t read/finish the book. Or complains about a mistake you made in your writing when it’s apparent
they’re the ones who didn’t understand the tense changed because you’re moving back and forth in time. Or
when they compare your book to another, and it’s one that has nothing to do with your plot/story.
Not everyone is going to like your book. Some people won’t even understand it, won’t get what you were
going for with the story.
That’s okay.
When you get that bad review, just chalk it up as part of the business of being a writer and move on. If it’s a
stupid review, one that shows the reviewer simply wasn’t on the same page (or in the same building!) as you,
laugh about it with your writer friends in private and move on. If you get that dreaded one-star review that
says “I didn’t like this book because it didn’t have a dog in it,” just shake your head at the dumbing down of
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America and move on.
Just move on.
You don’t have to promote it. You don’t even have to acknowledge it. Instead, take that opportunity to post
something positive about the book. A cover quote, a different review. An upcoming blog appearance.
Hell, just post about puppies or food.
In the long run, you’ll be happier.
And when the bad reviews get you down (and they will), remember this:
Stephen King is probably getting a bad review today, too!

###

Shameless Self-Promotion!
My new novel, Hellrider, from Flame Tree Press, is available now in print editions (hardcover, trade
paperback) and in e-book format at Amazon:
https://www.amazon.com/Hellrider-Fiction-Without-Frontiers-Faherty/dp/1787582620.
When Eddie Ryder is burned alive by fellow members of the Hell Riders motorcycle gang for ratting on them,
he vows revenge with his dying breath. He returns as a ghost, with his custom motorcycle Diablo by his side.
After he finds out he can possess people, he launches a campaign of vengeance that leaves plenty of bodies
in its wake and the police in a state of confusion. Spouting fire and lightning from his fingers and screaming
heavy metal lyrics as he rides the sky above the town of Hell Creek, he brings destruction down on all those
who wronged him, his power growing with every death. Only Eddie’s younger brother, Carson, and the
police chief’s daughter, Ellie, understand what’s really happening, and now they have to stop him before he
destroys the whole town.
Hellrider is a grindhouse supernatural revenge tale of redemption gone bad. It’s also a love story filled with
darkly funny, over the top violence. In short, it’s a thrill-filled fun ride.
“Hellrider is a thunder and muscle hell ride through dangerous territory. Fun, wicked, and unrelenting. A
horror thriller that breaks the rules and the speed limit at the same time.” – Jonathan Maberry, New York
Times bestselling author
Also out now is my new collection of short stories from Cemetery Dance Press, Houses of the Unholy, which
includes a brand-spanking-new novella, December Soul, which is a sequel to my popular short story, “The
Lazarus Effect.” December Soul is a darkly poignant romance set during an unusual apocalypse.
Available in e-book and print formats:
https://www.amazon.com/Houses-Unholy-JG-Faherty-ebook/dp/B07QR7R7KZ. And also at B&N and other
retailers.
And, as always, check out all my other titles: http://tinyurl.com/jgfaherty.
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The Grumpy Grammarian
By HWAWeb | September 2019

If This Feels
Like a Rerun, It Sort of Is—but It Bears Repeating
Anthony Ambrogio
It doesn’t take much to make me grumpy these days. A glance at the front page of almost any newspaper is
usually enough—and not only because of the horrible news but because of the horrible way that that news is
often written about.
(I have probably bugged you enough about ungrammatical headlines and infelicitous sentences.)
But I don’t even have to glance at the newspaper. I can watch the talking heads on news shows or listen to
interviews on public radio and get just as exercised—maybe more so.
I have made a distinction in the past between writing and speaking, allowing for leeway in informal and
everyday speech that I am not willing to grant to written communications.
But the supposedly intelligent people who are pontificating about matters of national importance ought, at
least, to pontificate in a grammatical manner.
So it grinds me to hear everybody and his or her sibling feeling “like,” even when “like” is either superfluous
or grammatically incorrect. (I think Rachel Maddow is a superb investigative reporter, but, in her five-minute
August 15, 2019, broadcast about Donald Trump contemplating the purchase of Greenland, she must have
misused “feel like” at least a half-dozen times in the space of a minute.)
I have already written at least one column complaining about the misuse of “feel like,” but I hear the damn
phrase so much that I need to complain some more. “Feel like” is fast becoming a bigger irritant to me than
the dreaded “as far as” that lacks the ending “goes” or “is concerned.” And that’s saying something because
I HATE the “as far as” thing.
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Can you tell me why it is that people feel the need (should that be “feel like the need”) to stick a “like” after
every “feel” that they utter?
“I feel like it was a really bad move.” Why “I feel like”?
Would you say “I think like it was a really bad move” or “I believe like it was a really bad move” or “I guess
like it was a really bad move” or I’m afraid like it was a really bad move”? If you would say “I think it was …,”
“I believe it was …,” “I guess it was …,” or “I’m afraid it was,” why in the hell would you say “I feel like it
was …”?
Here’s the simple rule-of-thumb repeated. Don’t use “feel like” before something that could be an
independent clause—i.e., something with a subject and a verb, something that could be a sentence in and of
itself. (“It was a really bad move” qualifies as such.)
If you can substitute “that” for “like,” you know that “like” is wrong. “I feel that it was a really bad move.”
See?
In fact, if you can leave “like” out altogether, you’ll realize you don’t need it. “I feel it was a really bad
move.” See again?
And here’s a radical idea: why feel anything at all. Why not just come out and state it, if that’s the way you
feel? “It was a really bad move.” You’re saying it, so there’s not really any need to bring your feelings into it;
the listener will know that this is your sentiment.
(Do you remember, ’way back in high school, when you were asked to write a paper, that your teacher told
you not to use “I”? What s/he was really telling you, in perhaps not the clearest way, was that, any time you
write a paper, especially an opinion paper, the ideas and sentiments therein are yours, no one else’s—unless
you’re citing a source, of course—and therefore there’s no reason to preface your remarks with “I think,” “I
feel,” etc. … I wouldn’t necessarily ban you from feeling or thinking or guessing, but I do see the wisdom of
limiting this particular conversational or writing tic.)
You can use “feel like” when what follows is a gerund phrase: “I feel like going to the movies”; “I feel like
[eating] some bacon and eggs.” And you can use “feel like” when you’re comparing yourself (or others) to
something else: “I feel like a million dollars”; “He feels like the luckiest guy in the world”; “I feel like
excrement.”
(Try substituting “that” for “like” in the above examples, and see where it gets you. Ditto leaving out “like.”)
Take this simple quiz. In which of the following sentences is “feel like” okay and in which should you
substitute “that” for “like” (or, if you prefer, omit “like” or omit the entire “I feel” intro)?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

I feel like you don’t respect me.
And it makes me feel like a dish of cold spaghetti.
I feel like kissing you on the mouth.
I feel like I could kiss you on the mouth.
I feel like I would kick you in the teeth if you did.
I feel like kicking you in the teeth.
Do you feel like [taking] a walk in the park?
I feel like I’m gonna puke.
I feel like throwing up.
I feel like the only living boy in New York City.
I don’t feel like it.
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12. I feel like I get the idea now.
Don’t look over here yet—these are the answers. Don’t look at the answers until you’ve taken the quiz!
Done? Okay, here are the answers:

“Feel like” is correct: 2, 3, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11.
“Feel like” is incorrect: 1, 4, 5, 8, 12

If you got all 12 right, you should feel like a hero. If you got one or two wrong, I feel that you should practice
a little more and try a little harder. If you got three or four wrong, you should practice a lot more and try a
lot harder. If you got five or more wrong, you probably feel like excrement, so I won’t say anything more at
this time.
Thank you, and good day.
Anthony Ambrogio, anthonyambrogio@sbcglobal.net
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Authors for the September KGB Reading Series
By HWAWeb | September 2019

Ellen Datlow and Matthew Kressel, hosts of the Fantastic Fiction at KGB Reading Series, present two
readers for September.
The first reader is Sarah Beth Durst, author of nineteen fantasy books for adults, teens, and kids, including
The Queens of Renthia series, Drink Slay Love, and The Girl Who Could Not Dream. She won an ALA Alex
Award and a Mythopoeic Fantasy Award and has been a finalist for SFWA’s Andre Norton Award three
times. She hopes to one day have her own telepathic dragon.
Sarah Pinsker will also be reading that night. She is the author of over fifty stories, as well as the
collection, Sooner or Later Everything Falls Into the Sea, and the novel, A Song For A New Day, both out in
2019. Her fiction has won the Nebula and Sturgeon awards, and she has been a finalist for the Hugo, Eugie
Foster, Locus, and World Fantasy Awards.
The readings will be held Wednesday, September 18, 7 p.m., at the KGB Bar, 85 East 4th St. (just off 2nd
Ave., upstairs), New York City. Readings are free. For more information, please go to
http://www.kgbfantasticfiction.org.
Subscribe to the mailing list: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/kgbfantasticfiction/.
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Monstrous Friends 5Q Interview: Lisa Morton
By HWAWeb | September 2019

Lawrence Berry
Q1: You’re retiring to recharge and do a lot more writing. What projects
are on your desk for 2019?

Lisa: There are a few short pieces I owe to various venues, and we may be spinning off the “Ghost Reports” I
do for Bridget Marquardt‘s “Ghost Magnet” podcast into a separate show about ghost stories. Beyond that
… well, I’d love to say “new novel,” but it looks like I’ll be diving right into a large nonfiction book that I was
approached about last month. Of course, now that I don’t have to wrestle with that HWA President thing
anymore, dare I try both?
Q2: Recently you posted that you have 150 stories in print. Can you discuss your commitment to short work
while producing novels?
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Lisa: My novel output hasn’t exactly been stellar—there are only four on my resume. I hope to change that
soon, but short stories are my Achilles’ heel because I really love writing them (novels, on the other hand,
are really, Really, REALLY HARD!).
Q3: Your collaborative effort with Stephen Jones on his new Lovecraft Squad is fascinating. How did this
project come together?
Lisa: Steve is both the editor I’ve worked with most often (my first horror fiction sale was to him) and a dear
friend. When he’s putting together one of these “mosaic novel” series (as he calls both the Zombie
Apocalypse! books and The Lovecraft Squad series), he needs writers who can work within his vision of the
overall story but still put their own distinctive stamp on the work, so he’s gathered a core group of writers
who he knows can deliver. I consider myself extraordinarily lucky to be a part of that group because I love
writing for these series and working with Steve.
Q4: Five years as President of the HWA. If you were putting together a memory album of greatest hits, what
would they be?
Lisa: Working with Rocky Wood (the President who preceded me) was fantastic; we were like great fiction
collaborators because one of us would get an idea that would spark something off in the other, and before we
knew it we had something like StokerCon™! However, certainly December 1, 2014, will go down as one of
the most unforgettable days for me because that was the day that Rocky lost his battle against ALS and I
realized I’d just become HWA’s President. Fortunately, many of the other memories associated with the job
are far happier, like getting to tell Dennis Etchison (whom I consider a mentor) that he’d just received the
Lifetime Achievement Award, or being the one who got to give the good news to a new scholarship winner.
There’s one capper to it all, though, that will be one of the best memories of my life, and that was at this last
StokerCon (held in Grand Rapids), where, after I delivered the Opening Ceremonies speech, Robert
McCammon—not only a legendary writer but also one of the three founders of HWA—told me how he could
never have imagined how the organization had grown, and how much of that he thought was due to me. It
just doesn’t get any better than that!
Q5: Tell us one thing that no one knows about Lisa Morton.
Lisa: My first published piece was a poem about my pet turtle, Tucker. I was five. It was in some L.A. County
school district magazine or something.
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Grave Fascination
By HWAWeb | September 2019

Loren Rhoads

The Treasure Hunter
Stephen Mark Rainey
For over a decade, I have been an avid geocacher. I’m sure many of you know what geocaching is, and I have
it on good authority that some of you even participate in this mad hobby. In simplest terms, geocaching is a
kind of scavenger hunt that uses GPS technology. A person hides a container, known as a geocache; records
its geographic coordinates on a GPS device; and lists the cache and its coordinates on the geocaching Web
site (http://www.geocaching.com). From the Web site, other geocachers can download those coordinates into
their GPS units, venture into the wild, and try to find the cache. All caches contain a log sheet for finders to
sign, and geocachers can record their finds online to keep a running tally. Caches may be large or small,
easy or difficult to find, and they can be hiding almost anywhere. Wherever you are right now, there’s a good
chance that bunches of them lurk only a short distance away.
Geocaching has taken me to some of the most intriguing locations I’ve ever visited. Caches may be found
along woodland trails; high up in trees; in dark, underground tunnels; and—happily for me—at scenic, very
likely haunted graveyards. Well, haunted by certain deranged writer/geocaching types, perhaps …
Graveyards are among the most popular locations for geocaches. Now, a cache may not be hidden in the
graveyard itself (some folks are sensitive about this), but oftentimes one must visit various gravesites to
acquire information that will lead you to the hidden container. Sometimes, a cache may be placed at a
particular graveyard because individuals of some notoriety are buried there. I have hunted caches in and
around more graveyards than I can count, but one of the most memorable lies in Stokes County, NC: a small,
wooded plot where infamous murderer Charlie D. Lawson and his family lie buried.
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On Christmas Day, 1929, Lawson killed his wife and six of his seven children with a shotgun before turning it
on himself. He began his murderous spree by shooting his two daughters, Carrie (age 12) and Maybell (age
7), as they left to visit nearby relatives. He then hauled their bodies into his tobacco barn and left them
there. Lawson returned to his house, where he found his wife Fannie on the front porch. He shot her and
then rushed inside, where he shot his daughter Marie (age 17) and sons James (age 4) and Raymond (age 2)
as they attempted to hide. Finally, he went to the crib of his youngest daughter, Marylou (age four months)
and shot her dead.

Lawson’s eldest son, Arthur (age 19), was the sole surviving member of the family, only because he had been
out on an errand at the time. Having completed his task, Lawson went into the woods and killed himself. He
left behind few clues as to his motive. Some attributed his deviant behavior to an old head injury. Others
whispered that he had been caught in an incestuous relationship with his daughter Marie. No definitive
answers ever came to light.
The graveyard, just outside Germanton, NC, is a tiny tract of private land down a virtually unnoticeable dirt
driveway just off the main road. The graves, mostly very old, belong to members of a handful of local
families. The place feels as serene as Lawson’s murders were brutal. The Lawsons all lie together, their plot
marked by a large, three-paneled headstone. The inscription reads: “Not now, but in the coming years, it will
be a better land, We’ll read the meaning of our tears and then sometime we’ll understand.”
As is so often the case, if not for geocaching, I would never have found myself here. To me, graveyards are
not creepy or unsettling but usually peaceful, scenic places where I’d be perfectly comfortable lounging
about and having a picnic. (Brains, anyone?) Even when the stories the stones tell are terrible, ugly, and
violent.
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The geocache turned out to be a small, camouflaged container the size of a pill bottle hanging in a tree at the
edge of the graveyard. Signing a cache’s logsheet always brings a sense of satisfaction, but the real joy of it
is discovering places such as this one.
I’ve explored many expansive, well-known cemeteries—Sleepy Hollow (by lantern light, at midnight) in
Tarrytown, New York; Bonaventure in Savannah, Georgia; Magnolia in Charleston, SC. I love going to such
places. But so often, it’s the little, unknown, tucked-away burial grounds I find the most fascinating.
The Patrick-Watson family graveyard near Brown Summit, NC, is perhaps my favorite of these. Some local
geocachers hid a cache there because they stumbled upon a bunch of old gravestones out in the woods. It’s a
tiny, secluded spot with perhaps a dozen graves that date back to the late 18th and early 19th centuries. On
most of the gravestones, the elements have effaced the inscriptions. In the 1800s, the Patrick and Watson
families ran a small grist mill in the area, the remains of which lie not far from the graveyard.

I visited this one on a chilly day in March, just before sunset. As the sun began to set, a distant barred owl
began its distinctive, eerie cry. I enjoyed this location enough to return to it a couple of times with other
teams of geocachers even though I had already claimed the cache.

My geocaching adventures have inspired much of my writing, both directly and indirectly. While graveyards
such as these may rate among my favorite discoveries, all kinds of other locations have similarly inspired me.
Remind me sometime to tell you about my adventures amid miles of deep storm drains, one of which
absolutely cured me of my arachnophobia. It was either deal with a tunnel full of spiders or fail to claim the
cache.
Believe you me, I did claim that cache.
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Haunted Travels: When Words Collide
By HWAWeb | September 2019

Rena Mason

When Words Collide
Calgary, Alberta, Canada
August 8-11, 2019
When I was invited to attend and be a panelist at When Words Collide in Calgary by Chris Marrs
(http://hauntedmarrs.zinginc.com/), I jumped at the opportunity. I’d never been to this area of Canada
(essentially the middle of Western Canada and most known for its annual Stampede event
(https://www.calgarystampede.com/stampede) and was curious to see what it was like. Flying across the
Canadian Rockies was a sight to behold. I’d lived in Denver for over a decade and was impressed by the
difference between those Rockies versus the ones in Canada. The biggest comparison I noted is that there
are many more trees and denser forestation throughout vast areas of the Canadian Rockies. They were not
covered with snow and resembled curved spines of ancient giant monsters forgotten and overgrown like a
titan graveyard. On the other side, like a sanctuary where the monsters dared not go sits Calgary, located in
a flat valley just past the mountain range.
Chris Marrs had convinced the event organizer (also in charge of programming), who’d agreed for the first
time ever, to add a couple of panels on horror: “Monsters, Inc.” and “The Resurgence of Horror,” including
myself, and HWA members Chris Marrs, Colleen Anderson, and hopefully future member Konn Lavery. I
wasn’t sure what to expect since this is a mixed genre event but was very pleasantly surprised at the interest
in the panels with packed rooms (even with one being slated against the keynote speakers). We couldn’t have
a proper horror discussion at these panels without continuously referencing and mentioning the HWA, how it
brought us together, keeps us apprised of the horror community, and offers so many great things to
members from scholarships to mentorships. I’ll have to remember to ask for information pamphlets/handouts
to be printed or shipped for next year. I believe these are available upon request.
The event was held at the recently renovated Courtyard Marriott Calgary South hotel, which doesn’t have a
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reputation for being haunted. I was too busy to investigate any of the local haunts, but here’s a list of the
supposedly most haunted places in Calgary for anyone interested in checking them out:
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/calgary/calgary-ghost-haunted-house-inglewood-johanna-lane-1.4380114.
Everyone was very friendly and inclusive. One of my favorite parts of the convention was seeing Craig
DiLouie’s (https://craigdilouie.com/) presentation “This is Your Brain on Words.” I highly recommend this
interesting and informative production into the brains of readers, should the opportunity arise.
As well as the horror panels, I also spoke on panels about historical fiction, armchair traveling, and diversity.
Overall, it was a great event and well worth the lower price point as far as writers’ conventions go.
From San Francisco, it took about 2.5 hours to get to Calgary. On the way back, it was less than an hour to
Seattle. I also recommend the event for its central location and reasonable hotel costs. It’s a nice place to get
to know some authors from abroad who write in many different genres.
For more information about When Words Collide, please visit the Web site:
https://www.whenwordscollide.org/.
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Watchung’s Horror Watch
By HWAWeb | September 2019

Interpreted By
Naching T. Kassa
Greetings, HWA faithful, and welcome to the Horror Watch!
Watchung has returned from his rollabout and finally recovered from his humiliating experience at Bob’s
Burger Bar and Convention Center. (Just don’t mention the word “cinnamon” in his presence.) His travels
have refreshed him and, with renewed vigor, he has decided that his next film will be … a horror musical!
That’s right, after the direct-to-video release of PUMPKINS FROM PLANET P 2, he will begin filming
PUMPKINS FROM PLANET P: THE MUSICAL! Watchung will produce, direct, star, choreograph, make the
sandwiches, and write the songs for the film. Auditions are already underway. If you’re willing to work for a
ham-on-rye, can carry a tune, and enjoy the feeling of a rubber pumpkin suit, Watchung says: “Come on
down!”
Now, while he watches the Planet P Dancers strut their stuff, let’s see what terrors he’s found for us this
month.

TELEVISION
AMERICAN HORROR STORY: 1984 will premiere Wednesday, September 18. Emma Roberts, Gus
Kenworthy, Angelica Ross, Cody Fern, Billie Lourd, and Sarah Paulson (in a small role) will star. Evan
Peters will not appear in this season.

FALL PREMIERE
Here are the shows debuting or returning this fall.
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Sep 10 MR. MERCEDES SEASON 3 AT&T Audience Network 10 PM
Sep 18 AHS:1984

FX

10 PM

Sep 23 HALLOWEEN BAKING
Sep 26 CREEPSHOW

The Food Network

Shudder

Sep 29 HALLOWEEN WARS 9

9 PM

12 AM

The Food Network

9 PM

Oct 1 MOST TERRIFYING PLACES The Travel Channel
Oct 6 THE WALKING DEAD 10
Oct 6 TALKING DEAD 9

AMC

AMC

9 PM
10 PM

Oct 6 WITCHES OF SALEM

The Travel Channel

Oct 10 SUPERNATURAL 15

CW

Oct 11 CHARMED 2

CW

Oct 31 GHOST ADVENTURES

10 PM

10 PM

8 PM
8 PM

The Travel Channel

9 PM

Watchung is a bit disappointed. A few years ago, over 30 horror shows were premiering in the fall.
Oh well. On to movies!
MOVIES
THEATRICAL RELEASES
IT: CHAPTER 2—Friday, September 6, Rated R. Twenty-seven years after the events of the first film, the
Loser’s Club returns to Derry to battle Pennywise. Stars Bill Skarsgard, James McAvoy, and Jessica
Chastain.
COMING ATTRACTIONS
Alexandre Aja, director of CRAWL, will direct an interactive horror movie for Steven Spielberg’s Amblin
Entertainment. The film will involve a haunted house, and the audience will use a special app on their cell
phones to “choose their own adventure.” No word yet on when the film will premiere, but Watchung is
watching!
DVDS
THE DEAD DON’T DIE—Tuesday, September 10, Rated R. Zombie comedy stars Bill Murray and Adam
Driver.
NEKROTRONIC—Tuesday, September 10, Rated R. A man learns he is part of a sect which hunts demons.
CHILD’S PLAY—Tuesday, September 24, Rated R. This remake of the 1988 film stars Mark Hamill as the
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voice of the demonic doll, Chucky.
VIDEO GAMES
FRIDAY THE 13TH THE GAME—ULTIMATE SLASHER EDITION premiered on the Nintendo Switch August
13. The game includes many extras and, though it originally debuted on May 26, 2017, this is the first time
it’s been available on the Switch platform.

That’s it for this edition of Watchung’s Horror Watch. Our favorite demonic pumpkin would like to remind
you of two things. First, no entertainment, not even video games, could exist without writers. And, second, if
there’s horror news out there, Watchung is watching!
Special thanks to the following Web sites: wheresthejump.com, dreadcentral.com, bloodydisgusting.com,
ihorror.com, joblo.com, thisishorror.co.uk, dvdreleasedates.com, promotehorror.com, dailydead.com,
horrorfreaknews.com, collider.com, nerdmuch.com, imdb.com,gamespot.com, cinemablend.com,
gameranx.com, ew.com, horrornews.net, usgamer.net, hollywoodreporter.com, and wikipedia.com.
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Frightful Fun
By HWAWeb | September 2019

Donna K. Fitch
I’m thrilled to introduce you to Geoff Gander, writer and game designer.
Donna: Tell us a little about yourself. How did you get started in game design? Did you read horror growing
up? Who were your favorite authors? Did any glowing meteorites land near your house?
Geoff: I wish I’d come across glowing meteorites when I was a kid!
The gaming bug first bit me when I was ten, in 1984. I’ve always loved reading, but the idea of being in an
interactive story where there were many possible outcomes—some great, some fatal—fascinated me. I was
an avid reader of Choose-Your-Own-Adventure novels at the time (I now regret selling my collection on eBay
a few years ago …), so this wasn’t a big leap for me.
After a few years of playing I began to look at the game settings I played in and began to have thoughts like,
“It would be neat if there was a country like ‘X’ here,” “The history of this kingdom doesn’t make sense/has
too many gaps/is too uneventful,” or “I wish this setting had more of ‘Y’.” Eventually I started designing my
own adventures, which expanded into home-brew settings and entire worlds with thousands of years of
history. I guess I’ve never stopped!
Lovecraft was the first horror author I ever read, and (for better or worse) he was for many years the
yardstick against which I measured others in the genre. I also read a lot of Brian Lumley and August
Derleth (mainly their expansions to the Cthulhu Mythos), some Ramsay Campbell, and Robert E. Howard
for epic pulp horror fantasy. Looking back, most of what I read in my teens was either Lovecraftian horror or
epic fantasy. With time I have become more aware of Lovecraft’s less desirable qualities, so while I respect
what he created and I am grateful that his cosmic horror nudged me onto my current path, my horror
reading is a lot more diverse—my current favourites are Matt Moore, Michael Rowe, and David Nickle.
Donna: You wrote a Dungeons & Dragons ruleset for insanity and created a Lovecraftian pantheon of
beings. Has Lovecraft influenced your writing? What other writers inspire and/or frighten you?
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Geoff: Lovecraft was the first writer who opened my eyes to cosmic horror and the struggle against it. I’ve
noticed that this struggle materializes a lot in my writing, but I think that is because it speaks to me on a
level most conflicts do not. The very notion that, heroic and mighty as you might be, the powers against
which you are fighting are far greater and can easily snuff you out without a second thought, or more likely
will ignore you because in their view you don’t matter in the grand scheme of things, is chilling because it
sets the heroic narrative on its ear. At the same time, there is a deeper heroism in my mind in fighting
against such forces because not only one’s life, but one’s world, is at stake. You fight anyway, because doing
otherwise would be unthinkable, and the horrors you face along the way will force you to question your
values, your morals, and your own perception of who you are and how you relate to this “reality” that you
took for granted. That last bit—questioning reality, am I who I think I am?—pops up often in my stories.
Other writers who inspire me are Douglas Adams and Terry Pratchett for their sheer whimsical brilliance,
and P.G. Wodehouse for his lighthearted humour and masterful use of the written word.
Donna: You write short fiction in addition to roleplaying game materials. What do you see as the differences
and similarities between writing fiction and writing for RPGs?
Geoff: If we’re talking about writing RPG adventures, there are actually a lot of similarities: You have a
central plot arc; protagonists and antagonists; sub-plots; decisions that have consequences; and character
change and growth (demonstrated through level progression in most games, but also qualitatively through
roleplaying).
The key difference between a story and an RPG adventure is that the former is linear, since the narrative arc
has been pre-determined by the author and the characters are following a path from beginning to end, and
every deviation from that path was planned in advance (so it’s not really a deviation). Roleplaying adventures
are basically giant decision trees, and as a writer, you will have the core storyline covering what happens if
the players do everything as expected, but knowing the players will do their own thing and have a tendency
to go down side alleys, you will need several large branches covering the most likely eventualities. The
Choose-Your-Own-Adventure novels popular in the ’80s are a good analogy. Many of these branches will
eventually rejoin the main storyline, but a skilled game writer sets this up naturally to make it look to the
players as though they were following their path all along.
At the same time, game writers should always work to create as “real” a world as possible. By that, I mean
the world should have a sense of existing before the players arrived, and continuing on after they leave. Over
the course of a campaign towns should grow and change between visits, characters should age, and so on.
This isn’t needed as much in a novel because once the story is over, it’s over unless it’s part of a series.
Likewise, there should be things to interact within an adventure that are not central to the plot, or even
related to it at all. In adventure design, this is called “sandboxing,” and it means there is a space in which
the adventure takes place which can be explored, and therefore seem more real. This can take the form of
random villages to visit, ruins to explore, or creatures to encounter—none of which actually feature in the
adventure proper, but still need to be written anyway in a good adventure.
Finally, a major difference to me is that game writing requires the writer to put in a lot of extra detail that
the reader (most likely a Game Master) may never use. For example, if you’re writing a sourcebook detailing
a fantasy kingdom, you’ll need its history and legends, geographic overview (plus a map or two), politics,
economic structure, notes on places of interest and who lives there, information about people and monsters
of note, a few sample adventures or adventure ideas, plus a few elements written from an inhabitant’s
perspective to get a sense of their culture. Most of this might be written for a novel, but it would be in the
form of notes, and likely only conveyed through dialogue.
Donna: Tell us about Sentinel Hill Press’ The Arkham Gazette and the materials you have coming out soon in
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this publication.
Geoff: Arkham Gazette is an official resource for the Call of Cthulhu RPG that provides new material for the
setting. The content predominantly focuses on what the publisher calls “Lovecraft Country”—the area of
New England in which most of Lovecraft’s stories were set, such as Arkham, Kingsport, Innsmouth, Dunwich,
and others. The content is geared towards Keepers (Chaosium’s cute term for Game Masters), as the
magazine provides new adventure scenarios; new characters or monsters for the players to encounter; new
evil tomes to acquire; and so on. Sometimes there are expansions of the setting itself, such as entire towns
getting fleshed out for use in the game. Great care is taken to incorporate folklore, legends, and historical
information as much as possible to enrich the game experience. The magazine is published professionally,
with art—definitely on par with gaming industry standards—and the contents of each issue are vetted by
Chaosium before publication, so what you’re getting is officially-approved material. Definitely worth buying
an issue or two!
I have content appearing in the next three issues (4, 5, and 6), at last count. I don’t want to give away all my
secrets, but readers will be getting write-ups of a possibly sinister school in Kingsport (as well as a strange
pond just outside of town); numerous strange curios (which may help or hinder) that the players can come
across in their investigations; and an adventure outline scenario that could put the players on the trail of a
missing journalist. I really enjoy working with Sentinel Hill Press; I’d only stop if they told me to.
More information about Sentinel Hill Press can be found at: https://sentinelhillpress.com/.
Donna: I vividly recall the insanity rules from the original Call of Cthulhu, and still make references to
“failing my SAN check” to this day. How did you translate the concept of insanity into the D&D world?
Geoff: I started with a desire to make my fantasy game grittier and more dangerous. I love heroism as much
as the next person, but I find a story ending more satisfying (and better for plot and character arcs overall)
when the characters return home from their quests with scars others can’t see, and which they can’t talk
about. To do that, I needed to explain, to my satisfaction, why a fantasy setting needs sanity rules, because I
received a bit of push-back when I started developing them, and my own version of a Lovecraftian
cosmology, back in 1999 (see Question 8) for the D&D Mystara setting. I assumed that, even in a fantasy
world where dragons, unicorns, orcs, and the like exist, there are still boundaries to what its inhabitants
know about the world and how it operates. Everything inside those boundaries, however fantastical to us, is
“normal” to said inhabitants. However, anything outside those boundaries tends to defy description, cannot
be explained by science, divination, or magic, or is simply beyond comprehension.
In addition to working out rules for how insane asylums might operate in a fantasy medieval setting, I
developed a fairly simple system that assigns horrific creatures and events a Horror Rating ranging from
1-20 (20 being the worst), and having the DM roll a secret “Horror Check” by rolling d20 against it. If the
DM rolled above the Horror Rating, the character got a shock, but nothing worse than that. If the Horror
Check failed, the DM rolled percentile dice to determine whether insanity resulted. There were stacking
situational modifiers (good and bad) that could be applied to the roll, but if that one failed, a small buffet of
disorders was on offer. Having the benefit of 20 years to reflect on the rule set, there are things I would
probably do differently now if I were designing it from scratch, but as a rules add-on it worked quite well,
and I know other people have used it.
Donna: What would be your dream project, if money and time were unlimited?
Geoff: I would love to write a sourcebook/campaign setting presenting the Cthulhu Mythos in Canada for the
Call of Cthulhu game. I would present the Mythos in the three core time periods (1890s, 1920s, and modern)
in a variety of locations (not just Toronto and Vancouver!), and also recruit writerly friends of mine who are
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versed in Aboriginal folklore to create something culturally authentic and respectful that covers all cultural
viewpoints. There would be awesome art, maps, new monsters and other horrors, as well as scenarios to
answer such questions as: What really caused the Halifax Explosion? Why did the Norse colony of Vinland
fail? And many more.
So many possibilities, and not a single beaver* or hockey stick in sight!
(*Unless they are a hybrid species partly spawned by Yog-Sothoth, in which case it’s okay.)
Donna: What is necessary for horror games to work, from a design perspective? How do you evoke horror in
players?
Geoff: Horror, whether in fiction or in gaming (and I consider gaming to be collaborative storytelling, and
therefore interactive fiction), relies on emotion—specifically fear, which is highly subjective.
In game design, you can put in all the stats and text box descriptions you like into a product, but everything
boils down to how the Game Master paces the adventure, creates a mood, and uses voice and the dozens of
other subtle social cues that ensure we feel creeped-out at the right points in a horror game. The
effectiveness of these cues also depends on the players, as everyone is unique and what is effective at
creeping me out may not work for you, and vice-versa. I don’t think there is a single set of design tricks that
will evoke horror in players, but proper pacing, forcing beloved characters to make hard choices, taking
away their sense of control, and limiting what they know can go a long way to doing that.
From a game world design perspective, the players need to learn very early on that their heroic characters
are up against colossal forces—which may not even acknowledge their existence—and the very likely
outcome is death. They may win the day, but a happy ending is far from assured, and sometimes even
survival is a victory. Call of Cthulhu does this especially well through the Sanity mechanism you mentioned
earlier, which adds to the horror because the players are forced to watch their characters die by inches, one
Sanity point at a time, and they know that at best they can delay the inevitable … but the alternative of doing
nothing and letting the Great Old Ones return is even worse.
Ultimately, I believe a roleplaying campaign of any genre can easily become an exercise in self-exploration,
and, in fact, in my own horror-flavoured fantasy campaign I sometimes deliberately throw my players into
situations that force them to re-think their assumptions. This reflects my personal view that roleplaying can
be both an entertaining pastime and a powerful tool for personal growth.
Donna: What is your personal favorite work, of all you’ve designed or published?
Geoff: That’s a tough question. In terms of published fiction, it’s a toss-up between four works (all of them
short):
1. My novella, The Tunnelers, which was my first major release and my only real stand-alone work
of fiction (the rest are currently short stories in anthologies). I’ve received a lot of positive
feedback on it and I’m currently in the process of revisiting that setting in a sequel.
2. “The Wind Father,” a short story set in the Canadian West in the 1880s, pitting a sergeant of the
Northwest Mounted Police against the Cthulhu Mythos. I did a fair amount of research before
writing it, and I was very proud of how it turned out. It appears in the 2017 anthology, Principia
Ponderosa.
3. “Full House,” an Alice in Wonderland-themed space opera short story I co-wrote with my
fiancée, the lovely and talented Fiona Plunkett (whose photography the HWA newsletter
covered recently). It appeared in the 2018 anthology, Alice Unbound: Beyond Wonderland, and
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I’m currently writing a new story set in that universe. Space opera is a liberating genre to play
in!
4. “By a Thread,” a dark(ish) fantasy short story about a magical battle waged in the Norse colony
of Vinland, also co-written with Fiona. There are some passages that, even when I read them
now, give me the feels.
In terms of gaming, the single thing I’m most proud of is the Outer Beings, which are my own take on
Lovecraft’s Cthulhu Mythos. I created my own cosmology, cults, conspiracies, ancient tomes, and rules for
insanity, which I think capture the spirit of Lovecraft’s Great Old Ones while developing something custommade for the Mystara campaign setting (although it could be adapted easily to any roleplaying world). I even
went as far as to create an analogue for the Fungi From Yuggoth as a playable alien race (not all of which
are evil in my setting), complete with extensive guidelines on their psychology and hive-like culture to make
them understandable to players and Game Masters. They are definitely something for experienced gamers
who want a roleplaying challenge.
Donna: What are you playing right now?
Geoff: I’ve been running a monthly classic D&D Mystara (the original D&D “Known World” setting, for those
who gamed in the 1980s and ’90s) campaign for about seven years now. I use the original setting and its
add-ons pretty much as designed, but I’ve added some Lovecraftian elements of my own design—some of
which I have published on my blog, and others can be found on the official Mystaran community hub, the
Vaults of Pandius (pandius.com). Sometimes, we jazz it up with one-offs in other systems, or interestingly
weird board games.
I also play in a monthly GURPS campaign with some old friends—we’ve been playing steadily for about 20
years(!), and we alternate between space opera, realistic fantasy, and something vaguely X-Files.
I try to get out to my local gaming con (CanGames – http://www.cangames.ca) as much as I can and have
been known to playtest my works-in-progress on unsuspecting vict- er, players.
Donna: What’s coming up for you? Do you have other gaming materials on the horizon? How can readers
get in touch with you and find out more?
Geoff: I have a lot of irons in the fire—both in fiction and gaming. I’m currently outlining a historical horror
novel set in Canada in the 1920s, as well as drafting several short stories in the dark fantasy and horror
genres.
Gaming-wise, I freelance for a couple of gaming companies. I can’t say a whole lot right now, but I will be
involved in a few future projects with Sentinel Hill Press—still working out some details—and I will be doing
some work for Rogue Comet (who have developed a faster version of 5th Edition D&D) and Fat Goblin Games
(more details to come). I am also in preliminary discussions with another game designer, who is big on
horror, and that promises to be a fun, collaborative project … which is a nice segue to providing information
on how to reach me, because social media is where people can learn more when I can talk about it!
I post a lot of gaming and writing progress on Twitter, where I can be reached at @GeoffGander. I also post
on my Facebook page (Scribblings by Geoff Gander), and I maintain a blog at geoffgander.wordpress.com.
Thank you so much for having me!
Donna: Thank you, Geoff. This interview has been fascinating!
***
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Donna K. Fitch, MLS, is a long-time HWA affiliate member, Silver Hammer Award-winner, and HWA
Newsletter Web Editor and Designer. In addition to novels and short stories, she wrote a now-out-of-print
RPG supplement on using cemeteries in d20 games, a gaming supplement called Sahasra: Land of 1,000
Cities, based on a fantasy India, and a chapter of Scott Carter’s Imperial Age: Faeries. Her first gaming
experiences involved Dungeons & Dragons 2nd edition and the box set of Call of Cthulhu.
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Forbidden Words (And When To Use Them): A
Madness In The Blood
By HWAWeb | September 2019

Lawrence Berry

Even a man who is pure in heart
And says his prayers by night
May become a wolf when the wolfbane blooms
And the autumn moon is bright.
– Curt Siodmak

Aconitum: Commonly known as aconite, monkshood, wolfsbane, leopard’s bane, mousebane, devil’s helmet,
queen of poisons, or blue rocket. Native to mountainous regions in North America, the plant is extremely
poisonous through ingestion or touch. The flowers are a saturated blue-purple and crown the plant which
grows shoulder high. Death can be instantaneous if the flowers are consumed. Contemporary preparations of
wolfsbane can be seen in both Chinese and Slovenian natural medicine. As with Belladonna, the poison can
be used as a curative in minute amounts. Primary historical use was as a poison applied to spear tips or
arrows in Japan and Alaska to paralyze a bear or whale. While wolfsbane appears in film and literature as
central to the werewolf mythos (for example, the plant is used to cure lycanthropy in the movie GINGER
SNAPS), this isn’t present in historical accounts. The plant possesses one of the deadliest poisons in nature
and use by anyone other than a chemist would result in death. Merely touching the flower can result in
illness.
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A Forest That Knows All Legends
There is a feral country, an empire, really, that exists in the wilderness of every horror writer’s imagination.
To go there you enter an ancient forest, intricate with mad shadows. A wolf pack howls at the scarlet rising
of a harvest moon and the game paths begin to stir with nocturnal life. Fear travels in the sterling threads of
moonlight and something struggles to transform as midnight rolls around on razored tracks. It is the hour of
the wolf, and there’s no safety to be had in flight or hiding, for the hunger will find you out. Your blood is a
ruby treasure, and your heart beats like a clarion bell.
For many horror aficionados, an understanding of the Wolfman begins with an approach to the frailty of the
beloved victim, confronting the primal horror of being eaten alive by an unspeakable evil.
This month, we’ll look into the vocabulary of the werewolf. Most sources cite the original term with coming
from ancient Greek in which two words were combined to create Wolfman, but the mythology predates
written language and extends across all cultures. In North America, the native species is the Gray Wolf, now
rare and endangered.

The Werewolf In Language, With Associated Forms
Lycanthropy: from the Greek, lykanthropos, historically two independent forms that together constitute
wolfman. Pertaining to the werewolf. The definition includes the possibility of insanity in which one believes
themselves to be a wolf. The original term was associated with mental illness, often affecting a group or tribe
of people.
Lycanthropia: alternate spelling for lycanthropy.
Lycanthrope: a person possessing the ability to transform into a wolf. Less common: a person suffering from
mental illness that acts as if they are a wolf, eating raw meat, with a hunger for blood. There are many
precedents for this form of madness.
Lycan: of, and concerning, the wolf.
Wolf: (in legend) of all animals the wolf is perhaps the most feared in terms of superstition, being a favorite
disguise of the Devil and everywhere linked with evil. In times gone by, the mere sight of a wolf was
supposed to be enough to render a man dumb, assuming that the wolf saw the man first, and similarly even
saying the word “wolf” risked an imminent encounter with one. According to Welsh legend, the wolf was
created not by God but by the Devil, and the creature has retained its association with evil ever since, being
framed for attacking livestock and humans alike. Wolfskins are reputed to have many powers, for good and
ill, including lending the ability to change into a wolf through the inherent sorcery of the skin while at the
same time being able to stop seizures, as in epilepsy.
Lupine: of, like, or pertaining to a wolf. Ravenous, fierce.
Lupinus: the wolf flower. Any reference to wolves or the wolfman would be obscure.
Snout: (specific to the nose of a wolf) A wolf’s sense of smell is one hundred times greater than a human’s
and is superior to a dog’s in scent recognition. The animal can smell prey 1.75 miles distant and uses this
acute ability to position itself in front of the target, which moves into the trap set by the pack. A wolf can
recognize species, age, and health by scent alone. Their social hierarchy and mating customs are regulated
by smell, each wolf having a scent as distinctive as a fingerprint.
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Blood-guilty: The guilt associated with the murder of an innocent.
Bloodstone: A red hematite or red jasper appearing in quartz. Believed to be curative in preventing
spontaneous bleeding and nosebleeds. In legend, a stone capable of magical powers, including those of
transformation.
Bloodlust: a murderous desire, a passion to spill blood.
Bloodroot: a species of the poppy family, with red roots.
Bloodwit: historically, a financial penalty paid as a remedy for an act of murder.

The Wolfman In Its Origins
As we discussed, the genesis of the word wolfman is generally granted to the ancient Greeks, but the term
was in common usage in both the Greek and Roman cultures. Werewolf evolved centuries later from the
Middle English werwulf. As in the Greek, the word combines man and wolf, although there is more emphasis
on transformation. In its Greek origin, wolfman describes a creature that is both a man and a wolf, with a
connotation of mental illness. Contemporary film has followed this tradition. In the movie THE HOWLING,
the werewolf community is overseen by Patrick Macnee in the role of a psychiatrist. The werewolf pack is
in intensive therapy for their more bloodthirsty impulses.
Luceres: One of three werewolf tribes known to Rome. Lucumones translates as the mad people, the Spanish
derivative to this being loco, or crazy. The Romans considered the Luceres to be wild, as in primitive, as well
as mentally ill, and associated them with a pack of wolves. The word is sometimes associated with Lokroi, or
Lokros, a she-wolf in the pack maintained by the Goddess of the hunt, Artemis.
Lupercali: the ritual of children being “blooded” after their first hunt as a testament to their courage and
skill, this consisting of being marked on the forehead with blood. There is evidence of a much older use for
the term in which a person was “wolf-blooded,” which is to say being marked as a lycanthrope and marked
with a victim’s blood.
Lupicinus: Refers to the unique conception of a wolf-enchanter, a hunter and tribesman with an ability to
communicate with wolves (in nature, most communication occurs through body posture with some evidence
of wolves being able to communicate through sophisticated changes in scent).
Maenads: from the cult of the god Pan. Worship in which the believer was driven into a frenzy and tore apart
animals and snakes. The connection to lycanthropy comes from records that Maenad women nursed wolf
cubs with their milk.

Attribution: The Werewolf Book by Brad Steiger. The Dictionary of Superstitions by David Pickering.
Webster’s New Universal Unabridged Dictionary. The Consolidated Webster’s Encyclopedia.
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It’s a Strange, Strange World
By HWAWeb | September 2019

JG Faherty

You Might Be Weird If …
My friends think I’m weird.
Usually, I just laugh when they say this, but sometimes I wonder about the truth of it. So I decided to really
examine why they might feel this way, and I came up with 10 examples.
1. I write horror. Apparently, this makes me weird. Sci-Fi would be okay; mysteries, sure; thrillers,
definitely normal. Even better would be comedies or rom-coms. But no, I write horror. I write
about death, monsters, aliens, ghosts, and guts getting splattered all over. Is that weird? I don’t
think so, I tell them. Lots of people write horror and make millions of dollars doing it. Stephen
King, Dean Koontz, etc.
Their reply? “They’re weird, too.”
2. I always make the weird comment in a conversation. Typical example: Two couples riding in a
car. We pass a hearse broken down on the side of the road. One friend says, “Oh, geez, I hope
they weren’t on the way to the funeral. That would be extra awful for the family.” I say, “Maybe
the corpse woke up and ate the driver.” Everyone says, “Only you would say that.”
Another example: My wife mentions that someone who works for her hasn’t shown up in three days and no
one can get hold of them. Our friend says, “Maybe he quit and didn’t bother to give notice.” Another friend
says, “Maybe he got arrested and he’s in jail.” I say, “Maybe aliens abducted him.” Followed by another
option, “Maybe he died and his cats ate him.”
Again, I hear, “Only you.”
3. I keep Halloween decorations in my office all year. Apparently, this is odd. No one keeps
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4.

5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

Christmas decorations out all year, or any other holiday. Which is true, I guess. I certainly don’t
have Easter bunnies, candy canes, or Valentine’s hearts in my office.
My taste in movies. No one I know appreciates the old classics anymore. The Universal movies
of the ’30s and ’40s, the Hammer films of the ’60s and ’70s. Everyone talks about how they
enjoyed them when younger, but no one wants to watch them with me now, even during
October.
Apparently, it’s odd that I enjoy exploring graveyards and abandoned houses/buildings, and
taking pictures. Creepy places are supposed to be avoided, everyone says. To which I respond,
“Why?”
I am the only one of my friends who thinks it’s cool to go to the annual UFO festival near our
town. And buy souvenirs. I’m also the only one who believes he’s seen a UFO.
I am the only one of my friends who is willing to entertain the possibility that cryptoids might
exist. Bigfoot, Nessie, etc. Even stranger—according to friends and family—is that I wish they
really were real.
My favorite color is black, and my idea of dressing up is putting on a clean monster-themed
hoodie.
I spend most of the year counting down until Halloween. Mostly because of all the good movies
that play on TV, but also because I love the whole atmosphere of the season; for 31 days, the
genre we love the most is actually popular instead of strange. Of course, I still get odd looks
when I talk about putting up my Halloween tree and wanting to have a costume party.
I can talk about death, bodily functions, diseases, and all sorts of grossities (yeah, I made that
up!) during a meal without batting an eye.

This is just a partial list, of course. Talk to people outside our genre who know me and they might go on
forever. My quirky, sarcastic sense of humor, my pet snakes, the fact that I can drink warm, flat soda and
enjoy it … apparently, the list is endless.
But that’s okay. Because in my book, weird is cool. Weird is fun.
Without weird, the world would be a boring place.
So, where do you place on the weirdness meter?
Until next time … stay weird!
———————————
Stay informed on all my demented ramblings … http://www.facebook.com/jgfaherty, jgfahertyblog.blogspot.com, and http://www.twitter.com/jgfaherty.
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In The Spooklight
By HWAWeb | September 2019

Michael Arruda
I love the Val Lewton-produced horror movies from the 1940s.
Lewton produced a bunch of low-budget horror pics that impressed with style and atmosphere and have
become some of the classics of the genre, films like CAT PEOPLE (1942) and I WALKED WITH A ZOMBIE
(1943). He also produced three movies starring Boris Karloff, films that are among the best in Karloff’s
career: THE BODY SNATCHER (1945), BEDLAM (1946), and the subject of today’s column, ISLE OF THE
DEAD (1945).
Sadly, Val Lewton‘s life and career were cut short when he died of a heart attack on March 14, 1951, at the
age of 46.
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ISLE OF THE DEAD features one of my favorite Boris Karloff roles.
Karloff plays General Nikolas Pherides, a general in the Greek army who
goes by the nickname “The Watchdog.” He’s cold, ruthless, and nothing
gets by him.

The story takes place on a Greek island in 1912, during the Balkan War. There’s a lull in the fighting, and
General Pherides takes American reporter Oliver Davis (Marc Cramer) to the Isle of the Dead to pay
respects to the General’s deceased wife, who is interred there. They discover that the grave has been
disturbed, and when they hear a woman singing in the distance, they follow the voice to investigate and
come upon a house full of people, a guest house run by a retired archeologist named Dr. Albrecht (Jason
Robards, Sr.).
Albrecht invites the General and Oliver to join them. When the General questions them about the desecrated
grave, Albrecht explains that years ago the islanders plundered many of the graves in search of valuable
Greek artifacts. But Albrecht’s superstitious housekeeper offers a different explanation. She tells the General
that it’s the work of the vorvolaka, evil spirits, and that one of the guests, the young and pretty Thea (Ellen
Drew) is, in fact, a vorvolaka. The housekeeper tells the General that people there will die because of Thea.
The General scoffs at this suggestion, but when the guests do, indeed, start dying, and the housekeeper
continually accuses Thea, the General changes his tune. He enters his “Watchdog” mode and declares that
he will get to the bottom of what’s going on and protect everyone there. When a doctor (Ernest Deutsch)
explains that it is the plague and that they must be quarantined, the General makes it his mission to prevent
anyone from trying to leave the island. As more people die and the housekeeper’s accusations against Thea
continue, the General finds himself swayed to the point where he himself believes that the true culprit here
isn’t the plague but the vorvolaka.
ISLE OF THE DEAD is blessed with the same strengths of all the Val Lewton movies, an intelligent script
and an almost palpable eerie atmosphere.
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The screenplay by Ardel Wray, who also wrote the
screenplay to two other Lewton movies, I WALKED WITH A
ZOMBIE—one of my favorite horror movies of all time—and
THE LEOPARD MAN (1943), does a masterful job mixing
the supernatural with reality.

The character the audience probably most relates to is reporter Oliver Davis, and he never suspects the
vorvolaka. In fact, on the contrary, he vows to protect Thea from the General’s ever-increasing irrationality.
The story becomes a fascinating treatise on one man’s descent into despair. The General goes from
competent pragmatic leader to a man motivated by fear.
Karloff is great in the role. As I said, it’s among his best performances. Famous for making the Frankenstein
Monster a sympathetic character, he does the same here for the cutthroat General Pherides. At times,
Karloff channels the cold dark ruthlessness of the General, but he also imbues the character with a fierce
need to protect those around him.
Jason Robards, Sr. is also memorable as their host on the island, Dr. Albrecht, as is Ernst Deutsch as Dr.
Drossos, the doctor called to the island to deal with the plague. Deutsch was notable in a supporting role as
Baron Kurtz in Carol Reed‘s classic THE THIRD MAN (1949) starring Joseph Cotton and Orson Welles.
Deutsch also starred in the silent German classic THE GOLEM (1920).
Also in the cast is Alan Napier as one of the guests. Napier, of course, would go on to play Alfred, Bruce
Wayne’s butler, in the Adam West BATMAN TV series (1966-68). And Napier starred in several other genre
films as well over his career, movies like THE INVISIBLE MAN RETURNS (1940) and JOURNEY TO THE
CENTER OF THE EARTH (1959).
And Helene Thimig makes for a creepy housekeeper, Madame Kyra, who keeps peppering the General’s
thoughts with her cries of “vorvolaka.”
Director Mark Robson, who also directed BEDLAM, does a nice job with the spooky atmosphere, giving
such authenticity to the warm winds blowing over the island you can almost feel the breeze on your skin.
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There are lots of creepy elements to keep the audience
unsettled, including one of the characters who suffers from
a condition where she collapses into a catatonic state that
mimics death. Rightly so, she has an intense fear of being
buried alive. That sort of thing couldn’t possibly happen on
this island, right? RIGHT???

Sorry. All bets are off.
I really enjoyed Robson’s work here, so he can be forgiven for directing one of the all-time worst disaster
movies, EARTHQUAKE (1974) starring Charlton Heston and George Kennedy.
ISLE OF THE DEAD is a classic example of quiet horror. It possesses a winning combination of smart
writing, atmospheric direction, and solid acting. Detractors of Val Lewton‘s movies complain that they are
more drama than horror, as the supernatural elements are reduced to pretty much nil, but this has never
bothered me because regardless of whether or not the supernatural is alive and well in these films, they still
tell stories of horror.
What happens on the island in ISLE OF THE DEAD is frightening, and as such, it makes for a compelling
horror story.
It’s also fun to watch Boris Karloff play a role in which he’s not a monster or a mad scientist. The three Val
Lewton films that Karloff starred in gave him the opportunity to play roles unlike the ones he was playing for
other directors. I think some of Boris Karloff‘s best acting appears in these movies.
September means the end of summer. Vacations are done, the kids are back in school, and the focus for most
is on work rather than play. Likewise, September is the perfect month for some serious horror viewing.
So check out ISLE OF THE DEAD, a classic horror drama shot in spooky black-and-white that tells a subtle
yet nonetheless frightening story of a group of people quarantined on an island, fighting both the plague and
the horrors of superstition, and featuring one of Boris Karloff ‘s best performances, as General Pherides,
“the Watchdog,” a man hellbent on protecting those around him, unless of course, he suspects they’re a
vorvolaka. In that case, he’s every bit as lethal as the plague.
It’s a deadly mix, and for the folks on this island, it really is the ISLE OF THE DEAD.
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HWA Market Report #288
By HWAWeb | September 2019

Kathryn Ptacek
Halloween Poetry Reading—See Web site. Address Adele Gardner. “The Science Fiction and Fantasy
Poetry Assn. will once again host a Halloween Poetry Reading in 2019! Visit [the Web site below] for past
years’ readings and to check out our 2019 content when it goes live.”
“Would you like to contribute? Starting September 1 and continuing through October 26, 2019, current
SFPA members (http://sfpoetry.com/) are invited to submit an MP3 audio file of a Halloween or horrorthemed poem. Poems must be the original work of the person submitting but may be performed by anyone. A
brief bio (100 words maximum) and brief explanation of the poem (including credits, if previously published)
should be provided with each submission, along with performer name (if read by someone other than the
author).”
“Please note that we are equally happy to receive both reprints and new work (and if your work is available
online, we’d love to share the link).”
“Up to one poem per member may be accepted; however, poets may submit up to five poems at a time for
consideration if they so choose. Poems by nonmembers are not eligible.”
“Members are also welcome to submit artwork for the Halloween page (300 DPI resolution). Member artists
may submit multiple images, though preference will be given to artwork submitted by poets to complement
their poems. In both cases, please send your work to Adele Gardner [E-mail address below], with the subject
line: ‘SFPA 2019 Halloween Poetry Reading: [Creator’s name].'”
“Thank you, and I look forward to listening to, looking at, and admiring your work!” [E-mail:
gardnercastle@gmail.com; http://sfpoetry.com/halloween.html]. Opens: September 1, 2019; Deadline:
October 26, 2019.
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ANTHOLOGY ROW
Monsters, Movies, & Mayhem Anthology—WordFire Press; See Web site. Executive Editor: Kevin J.
Anderson.
“Lights! Camera! Monsters?”
“We’ve all experienced a night out at the movies. Are you old enough to remember the drive-in? Do you dare
build a movie theater in your basement and invite monsters and mayhem to your home? Monsters, Movies, &
Mayhem is a collection of tales involving monsters and the chaos they create in the movie world.”
“Your monster may be that unidentifiable substance growing at the back of the popcorn popper at your local
theater concession stand; the zombie who wants to be a movie star but is tired of being typecast; the
scriptwriter’s muse who turns out to be an alien with an agenda; the diva director who comes in to ‘save’
your latest film. The monster does not have to be the main character, but does have to be vital to the story.
(No copyrighted characters or REAL movies, please!) Movies can be interpreted as a story set within a
fully conscious cinematic world, or involving the act of watching a film, or having a character who thoroughly
enjoys movies. And mayhem should speak for itself.”
“Unleash your inner beast and keep the rest of us awake at night with your stories of humor, horror, or plain
ol’ weirdness. Funny or grim, unsettling or cozy, we are open to anything. Make us laugh! Make us sigh!
Make us scream!”
Genre: “Original short stories that feature a monster in a movie setting, to include a mix of science fiction,
fantasy, horror, alien, magical, witchcraft, AI, and romance elements. Must be appropriate for a ‘PG-13’
audience. Please, no copyrighted characters and no real movies.”
Length: “Up to 6000 words.”
Rate: Pays “6¢/word, on acceptance.”
Rights: “First Anthology Rights; rights revert to author one month after publication; publisher retains nonexclusive right to include in anthology as a whole.”
Due: “We are open to submissions September 1 through October 31, 2019.”
“Submit stories in a Microsoft Word or RTF file in standard manuscript format to [E-mail address below].”
“One submission per person, please.”
“Edited by Kevin J. Anderson with an editorial team provided by Western Colorado University Graduate
Program in Creative Writing, Publishing MA students.”
“Anthology made possible by a generous contribution from Draft2Digital.”
[E-mail: Submissions: submissions@western.edu; https://wordfirepress.com/anthology-guidelines/]. Opens:
September 1, 2019; Deadline: October 31, 2019.
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Welcome to the HWA!
By HWAWeb | September 2019

James Chambers
The HWA extends a warm welcome to the following new and returning members who have joined in the past
month. For any questions about membership, please contact membership@horror.org.

NEW MEMBERS
Cheryl Alleyne
Supporting
csa@csalleyne.com
Kim Tank
Supporting
complimentsnyc@gmail.com
Edward Karshner
Supporting
karshner@rmu.edu
Tim O’Neill
Active
oneilltr0927@gmail.com
Foinah Jameson
Supporting
Foinah@FoinahJameson.com
Matt Hayward
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Active
matt@sundancecrow.com
Nat Cassidy
Active
natcassidy@gmail.com
Fiona McGavin
Supporting
fionamcgavin@yahoo.co.uk
Shannon Bradner
Supporting
missmorgue1379@gmail.com
Bill Halpin
Affiliate
authorbillhalpin@gmail.com
Sadie Hartmann
Associate
sadielouwho@hotmail.com
J. Askew
Supporting
joannerowemusic@gmail.com
Scare Street
Associate
hello@scarestreet.com
J.M. White
Supporting
jmwhitefiction@gmail.com
Olivia Lane
Supporting
Griffinlanehouse@verizon.net
R. Burke
Supporting
henry815gale@gmail.com
Lorna Keach
Affiliate
lorna.dickson@gmail.com
Dan Fiore
Affiliate
dan@fiorestoryworks.com
Keith Coles
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Supporting
renegade1976@gmail.com
Beck O’Meara
Supporting
beckomeara@gmail.com
Jackson Kuhl
Affiliate
jdempseykuhl@gmail.com
Brandon Grafius
Academic
grafius1@gmail.com
Rob McCabe
Supporting
writer.rob.mccabe@gmail.com
Douglas Gwilym
Active
douglas.gwilym@gmail.com
QL Pearce
Active
qlpearce@earthlink.net
Andrea Dawn
Associate
info@telltalepress.net
Jason Sechrest
Active
sechrestthings@gmail.com
Joseph Kennedy
Supporting
josephrkennedy@yahoo.com
Lee Mountford
Active
Leemountford01@googlemail.com
Ian Bain
Supporting
ianabain@hotmail.com
Alexander Lazaro
Supporting
alzacaro@gmail.com
Rhiannon Rasmussen
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Active
rhi.rose@gmail.com
Manny Blacksher
Supporting
mannyblacksher@fastmail.fm
Judy Neeb
Associate
jneeb@chulavistaca.gov
Kendall Krantz
Affiliate
kendallellenkrantz@gmail.com
Alan Zielinski
Supporting
alanzie57@gmail.com
C.S. O’Cinneide
Affiliate
shekillslit@gmail.com
Austin Gragg
Supporting
adgragg@gmail.com

RETURNING MEMBERS
Kerri-Leigh Grady
Affiliate
klgrady@gmail.com
Brian Herbert
Active
herbert_janet@yahoo.com
Nic Black
Supporting
internegative@ca.rr.com
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